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I ABSTRACT
!
_ Some new developments relevant to the design of single-element
4
airfoils using potential flow methods are presented. In particular,
the role played by the non-dimensional trailing edge velocity in
design is considered and the relationship between the specified
74
value and the resulting airfoil geometry is explored. In addition,
+ the ramifications of the unbounded trailing edge pressure gradients
generally present in the potential flow solution of the flow over an
airfoil are examined, and the conditions necessary to obtain a class
)
of airfoils having finite trailing edge pressure gradients developed.
The incorporation of these conditions into the inverse method of
Eppler is presented and the modified scheme employed to generate a
number of airfoils for consideration. The detailed viscous analysis
of airfoils having finite traillng edge pressure gradients demonstrates
. a reduction in the strong inviscid-viscid interactions generally
I present near the trailing edge of an airfoil.
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*CHAPTER 1
"' INTRODUCTION
Low-Speedt Single-Element Airfoil Design
Much of the current research effort applied to low-speed airfoils is
d[rected toward the analysis and design of multi-element sections, which
incorporate hlgh-lift devices such as multiple-slotted flaps and movable
leading edge slats. The use of such airfoils permits a broad raage of
performance through the integration of an airfoil that is suitable for high-
speed cruise with a configuration capable of high-lift for take-off and
: landing. In spite of the strong interest in the complicated flow phenomena
connected with the multl-element design, considerable motivation remains for
the study of slngle-element wing sections. For example, a number of practical
'_ applications exist, including low-speed recreational aircraft, sailplanes,
helicopter and windmill rotors, and aircraft in the expanding arena of
! remotely piloted vehicles (RPV's), for which either the cost and mechanical
J
complexity of a hlgh-llft system cannot be justified, or such a section is
unnecessary in that a broad performance envelope is not a design
requirement. Furthermore, much of the increased understanding resulting from
i
the study of single-element airfoils is directly applicable to the indtvldual J
i
" components of the multl-element designs.
t .
As detailed by vartotns authors, most notably Wortmann [1]-[4], Eppler
[_" [5]-[7], and Mtley [8], the modern methodology of low-speed airfoil design
involves relat_.ng the aerodynamic performance features sought to particular
._ characteristics of the boundary layer and, ih turn, specifying the velocity i
_ .................................................... lb. "
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(pressure) distribution around the airfoil necessary to achieve those boundary
}
; layer characteristics which give rise to the desired performance. Once the
I
} required velocity distribution has been established, the airfoil is obtained °.
by means of any one of a number of inverse (design) procedures such as the
exact potential flow methods, based on complex functions, developed by
Lighthill [9], Eppler [5] and Arlinger [I0]. Whereas in the direct (analysis)
problem every airfoil has a corresponding velocity distribution, the inverse
problem is complicated by the fact that every velocity distribution does not
necessarily have a corresponding airfoil. Thus, in the design process it is
necessary to allow some flexibility in the prescribed velocity distirbutlon
such that a physically reasonable airfoil can be obtained. Also, in some
inverse methods, including those of Lighthill [9] and Eppler [5], the velocity
distribution is specified through parameters which are rather indirect.
Consequently, these methods usually require some amount of iteration in order
to determine what paraiaeter values actually achieve the desired velocity , ,
t
distribution.
One particular low-speed airfoil research subject which has received
considerable attention is concerned with the theoretically interesting
question of how much llft can be generated by a slngle-element airfoil without
using active means of boundary layer control. In order to make the problem
more tractable, most efforts in the area have considered only flows which are
fully attached. Typically, airfoils in application achieve maximum lift when ..
the lift increase due to an increase in angle of attack is Just equalled by "'
the lift losses due to separation; and consequently, the production of high ''
lift is usually accompanied by relatively high drag. Thus, by limiting the
maximum lift airfoil problem to fully attached flows, not only are the
]
f
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I
compl [cations of analyzing separated flows eliminated, but the desirable
result that the airfoils generated attain high llft with comparatively low
drag is also achieved.
As discussed by Smith ill] and Ltebeck [12], the velocity distribution
formulated for the purposes of maximizing the lift generated by a single-
element airfoil having fully attached flow is :_t the form shown in Figure I.
i
On the lower surface, the desired velocity distribution is simply that which
is as close to stagnation over as much of the lower surface as is possible.
On the upper surface, it is dictated that the flow accelerate rapidly from the
leading edge stagnation point to a level of constant velocity (rooftop
velocity) that is to be maintained as far aft as possible and still permit
pressure recovery over the rear of the airfoil without introducing flow
separations due to an excessive adverse pressure gradient. As first adopted
for airfoils by Liebeck and Ormsbee [13], the theoretical recovery that allows
the longest rooftop by achieving the recovery of a given pressure in the
shortest distances possible is the zero skin friction approximation of
[ Stratford [14]. The notion of zero skin friction implies that separation is
everywhere imminent along the Stratford distribution. The ideal maximum llft
:.
, velocity distribution was further defined by Ormsbee and Chen [15] in that the
optimum relationship between the maximum velocity on the upper surface, the L
rooftop velocity, and the trailing edge velocity was determined. This '
I relationship, however, does not specify the magnitude of either the rooftop
t .
velocity or the trailing edge velocity, but only the optimum ratio between the
two. As a consequence, disregarding the small adjustment in rooftop length
f necessary because the local Reynolds number in that region changes, increasing
f
the value of the trailing edge to free-stream velocity ratio, VTE/U , allows
] 987009509B-008
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the level of the entire upper surface velocity distribution to Lncrease while l
the _rgin agalns_ separation offered by the Stratford distribution is I
unchanged. Thus, increasing VTE/U is an extre_ly effective means of I
increasing the amount of llft generated by a particular design. At this
point, however, although there is no doubt that for practical airfoils the i
value of VTE/U must have an upper boui:d, it is not evident what that bound is.
Because of its strong influence on the amount of llft generated, and because
its specification can _ connected to _nimlzing drag through the atta[n_nt
of fully attached flow, it would be of so_ benefit to low-speed airfoil
design to _tter understand the Influences that the specification of VTE/U has T
on the aerodynamic characteristics of an airfoil, as well as how the
, specification physically impacts the geo_try of the profile which results. .
. (
Consideration of FI_ Conditio_ in the Vlcinlty of the Trailing Edge '_
! In surveying the available llterature to better understand what limits ;_
exist on the value of VTE/U , it is found that conventional airfoils, such as ""
those catalogued by Abbott and yon Doenhoff [16], exhibit a trailing edge
velocity in the _ighborho_ of eight to nine-tenths of the free-stream
f
value. Lte_ck [12J, indicates that the bounding value for VTE/U in potential
flow is unity. This conclusion is advanced through the argu_nt that for a ._
cusped trailing edge, symmetrical airfoil at zero angle of attack, the ""
trailing edge velocity approaches that of the free-stream as the thickness of
Q_
the airfoil goes to zero, i.e., a flat plate. Thus, it is supposed that any
thickness or lift generation requires that the trailing edge velocity _ leu t
than free-sCream. While no disagree_nt is taken with these notions, which -. I
i
can _ de_nstrated using the fa_ltar Jouk_ky transfor_tio_, it re.ins to
i-!
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develop them in a more general manner and to indicate how the physical
characteristics of an airfoil are affected by the specified value of VTE/U.
Another characteristic of the flow in the vicinity of the trailing edge
i
which warrants f,Jrther consideration, and will be developed in detail later,
d
fs the fact that, in general, the complex pressure gradient, px-iPy, at the,|
6
.t
trailing edge is infinite. That Pxt is infinite is readily confirmed by
noting the vertical slope that occurs at the trailing edge in the pressure
4
distributions of Joukowsky airfoils, for example. Although not as readily
i observable, the value of exhibits similar behavior.Pyt
i In addition to the presence of infinite trailing edge pressure gradients,
there are numerous examples in the literature, including References [17]-[19l,
of airfoils in which the potential flow velocity distribution is characterized
by a large velocity differential between the upper and lower surfaces over the
- aft portions of the airfoil and in the region of the trailing edge. As is
demonstrated by Figure 2, this large velocity differential is introduced as It
increases the area enclosed by the _eloclty distribution and the resulting
v
, increase in aft pressure loading on the airfoil manifests itself through
increased lift production. While it might appear, in some cases, that theI
,- velocity distribution is closed by a vertlcal slope connecting the upper and
lower surface velocities, because potential flow theory requires that each
point in the flov field have a unique velocity then, as discussed by Nonvetler
I [20] there can be no difference between the upper and lover surface flow
_.
velocities at the point where [hey meet and flow into the wake, Thus,
l" although the recovery distributions of a number of airfoils appearing in the
literature, t_fuding that of Figure 2, have been formulated using a value of
VTg/U in excess of unity, in actuality, the value used is not that of the
] 987009509B-010
traEling edge hut, rather, corresponds to a portion on the upper surface
slightly upstream of the trailing edge. From this point, the fluid is
decelerated very rapidly to the actual velocity at the trailing edge. This ""
value Is In common with that resulting from accelerating the flow on the lower
surface [n the immediate vicinity of the trailing edge through a steep,
favorable pressure gradient. While it is quite clear that the viscous effects
: prevent the full realization of the lift gains predicted by potential flow
methods, exper :_-'2_ results have indicated, in some applications, that the
proper Implementatlon of large velocity differentials between the upper and
lower surfaces to very near the trailing edge can _ of some _nefit.
¢
An interesting example of an airfoil designed to exploit the benefits of
a large amount of aft loading is that of Kennedy and Marsden [18]. The
• potential flow analysis of this airfoil, shown in Figure 2, yields a lift
coefficient of 3.81, resulting from the design velocity distribution based on
I 4
a upper surface trailing edge velocity of 1.2U. While experlraentally, the _.
1
lift coefficient at the design conditions was found to _ an impressive !.64,
it was obtained at the expense of relatively high drag resulting in a maximum
s,
lift-to-drag ratio notably less than those obtained for other high lift
designs. It was also found experimentally that viscous effects reduced the i
upper surface velocity just upstream of the trailing edge from its potent_.sl .,
flow design value to 1.07U. To further demonstrate the viscous influences.
Figure 3 compares an off-deslgn potential flow velocity dlstrtbution of the "_
Kennedy and Marsden airfoil with one obtained experimentally, Reference
[18]. In addition, the figure includes results obtained using the GRUMFO[L
code developed by Mead and Melnik [21]. In the classical method of cor,ecting
"t
Invlscld flow results for the effects of viscosity, the displacement thickness /
1987009509B-011
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of the boundary layer on the airfoil is calculated and added to the original
profile. This results in an equivalent body which can be analyzed to
appro×imately account for the influence of the boundary layer. This
procedure, however, ignores additional vlscld-lnvlscld interactions, each of
which has an influence on the invlscld result equal to that of the
dLsplacement thickness. The GRUHFO[L code remedies the d_flclencles of
previous methods for the analyses of the flow over an airfoil by incorporating
a complete interacting boundary layer formulation which, in consideration of
application to low-speed flows, includes the effects of the boundary layer
+ dlsplace_nt thickness on the airfoil and in the wake, wake curvature effects
arising from the turning of low momentum fluid In the wake along curved
streamlines, and the effects of strong viscous interactions in the vicinity of
I
the trailing edge. As Figure 3 demonstrates, the potential flow velocity
distribution over the airfoil Is Rodlfled considerably by viscous effects. In
particular, the steep tral]Ing edge velocity gradient is rounded off to the
extent that the actual trailing edge velocity of .94U Is easily identified. !
It is also evident from Figure 3 that, because the viscous influences are
t amplified tn high llft situations, the conscientious design of high llft
I
l
, _Irfoils for actual appltcations must involve the integration of viscous flow
i analysis with the potential flow design method.
In the potential flow inverse scheue of Eppler [5], an attempt is made to
achieve the lift-increasing benefits of a large upper and lower surface
velocity differential near the traL1Ln 8 edge and also, in a somewhat
i qualitatLve manner, account _or the viscous effects. While the potential flow
formulation requires that the upper and lower surfaces have equal velocities
- at the trailing edge, the manner in which geometrical closure of the airfoil
,!
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is achieved allows for large velocity differences between the upper and lower
surfaces to a point very near the trailing edge. Consequently, this trailing
edge treatment allows for velocity distributions which, in the stcinity of the
trailing edge, are very similar to those which occur when viscous influences
are considered. While this model is :learly an improvement on the usage of
the nearly infinite trailing edge gradie, the question arises as to what is
: the permissible extent of recovery before the steepened portion of the
distribution causes flow separation problems. For example, if a Stratford
distribution is specified for recovery on the upper surface, then, even in the
best of situations, separation would occur where the veloclty grodient
steepens due to the closure contribution. As is demonstr-'ed by both the
-, experimental and viscous analysis results shown in Figure 3, the loss of
loading near the trailing edge that occurs when viscous effects are considereo
generally causes the overall recovery gradients to be somewhat steeper th_n ,,
indicated by invlscid results. Thus, it is a possibility that the steeper ""
gradients will cause severe separation problem_. Even in the case of more
practical airfoils, not pushing recovery limits as does a Stratford
• distribution, only the gentlest distributions will have sufficient momentum in
k'
a
._ the boundary layer tc overcome the very steep adverse pressure gradient
introduced in the vicinity of _he trailing edge by the presence of large ..
amounts of aft loading. To reduce these problems, Eppler [5] discusses the
_0
fact that, while it is desirable to reduce the upper surface adverse pressure
gradient in the closure region as ,luch as possible by increasing the value of
the trailing edge velocity ratio, such relief Is limited. As the value ot
o.
VTE/U is increased, s point is reached _ur whlc_ any a_ditlonal increase ..
causes the upper and lower surfaces of the sirf¢tl Lo inter_ect one another .:
3987009509B-03 3
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| ahead of the trailing edge. In addition, Nonweiler [20] notes that even if iti
*{ were possible to completely eliminate the upper surface adverse pressure
gradient due to closure by accelerating the lower surface flow through a
i
strong favorable gradient and discharging the flows from both surfaces into
the wake at a velocity corresponding to a smooth continuation of the upper
surface recovery distribution that, as this dumping velocity would be greater
than th..t of the free stream, some deceleration _f the flow in the wake would
be required. This situation is also likely to have an upstream influence
menifested as separation on the upper surface ahead of the trailing edge.
A demonstration of the problems that might occur usirg the trailing edge
7 treatment of Eppler [5] is provided by the hlgh-lift, single-design-point
airfoils of Thompson [19]. These airfoils make use of the Stratfo-d recovery
distribution on the upper surface. As shown in Figure 4, the closure
I
contribution at the trailing edge of these airfoils extends over such a narrow
|
portion of chord length that, like the Kennedy and Marsden airfoil of Figure
2, it appears as though the large velocity difference between the upper and
*I
I lower surfaces is adjusted at the trailing edge through an infinite velocity
gradient. As illustrated in the insets of Figure 4, however, it is found that
the value of VTE/U used to generate the upper surface recovery distribution [s
actually an upstream point at which is initiated a very rapid deceleration of
the flow around the small protuberance located at the rear of the airfoil.
I. Thus, the actual VTE/U is considerably less than the value in excess of unity
which was employed in formulating the Stratford distribution. Consequently,
rather than the desired velocity distribution, which includes recovery through
_I:; a Stratford distribution extending to the wake, the airfoil generated has
recovery through a Stratford distribution followed by a violent recompression
1987009509B-014
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at a point near the trailing edge. Not only might this result lead to flow
separation problems and a thicker wake than is necessary, but more
importantly, the discrepancies that exist between the intended velocity
distribJtion and that obtained introduces a degree of uncertainty into the
design procedure which is undesirable. While a part of these problems can be
attributed to erroneous interpretations _n the human-computer iteration
process which is necessary with the inverse method used for these designs, a
more significant element was the fact that the values of VTE/U used in
formulating the desired velocity distributions were much too high. While this
possibility was clearly acknowledged, it was also emphasized by Thompson [19]
that the literature contained very little information to aid in the selection
of this important parameter.
Objectives of the Present Investigation
As part of the desired velocity distribution, the value of the trailing
edge velocity ratio must be specified in most airfoil design procedures;
however, there is little information in the existing literature to guide in
Its choice. Consequently, as has been discussed by several authors, including
McMasters and Henderson [22], VTE/U is perhaps one of the most difficult of
the required parameters to determine. While in many design exercises, such as ""
those directed at low drag, the situation is less critical in that the desired
aerodynamic characteristics are less sensitive to an optimum selection of
VTE/U , the difficulty Is heightened in the maximum lift problem because of the
i
strong dependency of the llft generated to the value specified. Thus, in ,.
order to provide some guidance for selecting the value of "'TE/U in the design .-
of low-speed, high-llft airfoils, the first part of the present Investigation ""
e@
• i
L
'
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considers the relationship between the maximum values of VTE/U obtainable and
profile characteristics such as thickness and camber.
Considering the modification of the potential flow maximum lift velocity
distributions by viscous effects, there is clearly a trade-off between the
lift gained by maintaining a large velocity differential between the upper andi
lower surfaces in the vicinity of the trailing edge and the lift lost by
t
separation. While there are examples of potential flow designed airfoils that
achieve some portion of their design goals, Kennedy and Marsden [181 and
) Sivier, et. al. [23], there are others, such as the designs of Thompson [L9]
experimentally investigated by Moore [24], which exhibit extremely poor
performance attributed primarily tc widespread flow separation. In the
: context of designing airfoils having predictable characteristics, the
, inconsistency of results for airfoils which make use of large velocity
differentials near the trailing edge leaves much to be desired. Thus, until
" additional guidance is available, the design process is limited in not knowing
precisely to what extent the potential flow results in the vic _ity of the
i trailing edge will be modified by viscous interactions. In order to eliminate
I
some of the uncertainty in using potential flow airfoil design methods, the
Ii second part of this research is directed toward the development of a class of
airfoils in which the viscous interactions in the trailing edge region areminimized by the introduction of a condition to insure that the pressure
gradients at the trailing edge are bounded. Not only does the enforcement of
this condition permit the fluid on the airfoil to flow smoothly into the wake;
but in addition, it typically possibility closure
excludes the of the
contribution causing steep upper surface adverse pressure gradients in the
vicinity of the trailing edge. The practical implementation of this condition
L b'1
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is achieved through modification of the airfoil design code of Eppter and I
Somers [25]. While unquestionably viscous effects alter the flow in the
trailing edge region, it is hoped that the application of the condition for
finite trailing edge pressure gradients modify the viscous influences to the
extent that the results obtained using potential flow design methods are more
reliable.
The final phase of the research effort to be presented is directed toward
exploring the influences on the geometry and aerodynamic characteristics
caused by the introduction of the finite trailing edge pressure gradients
condition into the design process. To facilitate this exploration, a number
!
of airfoils having finite trailing edge pressure gradients are presented and
"r
compared to airfoils which are as similar as possible but having unbounded
trailing edge pressure gradients. _.
D-
"r
wr
"¢I
IWW
L
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CHAPTER II
MAXIMUM TRAILING EDGE VELOCITIES
Ii Preliminary Remarks
I- As the ratio of the trailing edge to free-stream velocity, VTE/U , has a
1
global influence on the lifting capability of a given airfoil, it is important
-i :o determine the maximum value that this ratio can attain and how its
_pecification affects other airfoil design considerations. While, as it has
If been noted, there are assertions in the literature regarding a po_.ential flow t
!
• upper bound of VTE/U equal to unity for a flat plate at zero angle of attack,Ii 'Reference [I2] for example, these are apparently based on results formulated i
Ii through the use of the Joukowsky transformation. A survey of the literature
has not revealed an extension of this conclusion for the more general
fl "transformation mapping a circle into an airfoil. In order to develop such a 5
demonstratJ n,, a series of truncations of the general transformation, the so-
l- calted yon Mises transformations, will be used to show that the addition of a I
i
i finite number of extra terms to the series does not alter the flat plate
results. While this does not result in a general proof concerning the !
ultimate value that VTE/U can attain, it does indicate that the upper bound
for the v_ry broad class of von Hlses airfoils is indeed unity. More !{i Importantly, however, the development provides some insight Into how the i
_peclftcation of VTE/U influences the geometry of an airfoil. I
rl in the course of numerical design studies in which it was attempted to
_ raise VTE/U to as high of value as possible, it was found that while the
potential flow formulation of the problem places no restrictions on the uppar
1
k..
- _ -i. _ -- , , ..., iI bl .l.IP lhr.il_. _ ,._4k -lli_<_l_
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hound of VTE/U, the resulting airfoils are physically restricted In that as --
increases are made In VTE/U , a point is eventually reached for which further i
increases cause the upper and lower surface to cross one another such that a "r
,5.
profile aaving a region of negative thickness is generated. Thus, this
situation Indicates that an additional constraint must be imposed such that
i@
i
the problem becomes that of finding the Iargest value of VTE/U for which a _o
physically realizable airfoil is possible. •
"i
i I
Transformation of a Clccle Into an Airfoil
"T
The method of conformal mapping may be employed to analyze the flow over ,
+ airfoils by transforming the known flow field about a circular cylinder Into
' I
that about an airfoil as depicted in Figure 5. In this formulation, '; i
| _ = u denotes the center of the circle, r its radius, and the function ... ',
i •
_c U + rei_ describes the circle The complex potential for the flow about =
.1
the circular cylinder _rLthcirculation r can be expressed as _ !
_| _
u r2 ia ir _ (2-I) _{
! F(_) = U(_-u)e-ia + (¢-U-----_• + _-_ In lare +' '
and the complex velocity in the _-plane is .
w(_) = dF(__)= Ue-ia _ Ur2ela I + ir I (2-2) _Q
!t
The complex velocity in the airfoil plane is then given by
et
dF dz • w(q)Iz' (2-3)
w(z) -_. / _.
U
1987009509 8-019
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where z(r) is the mapping function which takes the circle into the airfoil.
This function will in general, possess a certain number of critical points
I which are defined by the solution of the equation (dz/d_) = 0. A profile
[ having a sharp trailing edge requires that one of these critical points be on
, the circle while all of the others are contained in the interior of the
circle. Thus, the critical point on the circle, _T' maps to the trailing edge
of the airfoil while the regions external to the circle and the airfoil are
j everywhere confornml.
The amount of circulation present In equation (2-I) may be determined by
I: introducing the Kutta condition, which requires that the flow velocity at the
I trailing edge be finite and continuous. From equation (2-3), the complex
velocity at the trailing edge is given
I
wT = w(zT) = W(CT)/Z _ (2-4)
I
Because a sharp trailing edge requires that z_ be zero, the requirement that
i. wT be finite necessitates that w(_r) also be zero. The circulation which
I' fixes this stagnation point at _T = re-iB + _ ts found from equation (2-2) to
be
r = 4_RU sin (a + B) (2-5)
I.i
requires a stagnation point at the trailing edge of the airfoil. Thus, in
investigating upper bounds of VTg/O, it is necessary to consider airfoils
whose trailing edges close in a cusp and thereby have non-zero trailing edge
i ..............
1987009509B-020
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velocities. In order to obtain an expression for the trailing edge velocity
[ of this class of airfoils, L'Hopital's rule is applied to the indeterminate
t form obtained from equation (2-4) such that °.
t
VTE " IW(ZT) I = lira lw'(c>l Iw'(CT)l '
:t _ " _'Tl="(c)l " "II=T"I (2-6) --t_
"I and, using equations (2-2) and (2-5) to obtain
t -J
t
• 2i8 ,i 2U e
t: WT' = r cos (a + 8) (2-7) ,.
the trailing edge to free-stream velocity ratio is found to be given by ""
• 0
VT._E= 2 Jcos(a + 8) t (2-8)
u IzT"lr .
l
#
I For the Joukowsky transformation, "_ I
.} h 2 ,
1 z = ¢ + _g (2-9) _,
j i, ; i
1 where, as can t',e verified by consideration of Figure 5# !_ i ,;
I
m r , :
b ([ + e) cos 8 (2-I0) ;_
_t
l
the trailing edge velocity ratio is then given by ' f
VT£ cos B . i !
, -0-" I (z + c) I Ico, (a + B) I (2-1L)
l|
' j
!
i-I !
] 987009509B-02 ]
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As shown in Reference [26], as welt as in any one of a number of classical
aerodynamlc texts, the thickness of the Joukowsky airfoil is increased as the
i magnlcude of c is increased, while increases in B increase the amount of
camber. Thus, from equation (2-11), it is clear that for the case of the
I Joukowsky transformation, the presence of any thickness or camber reduces
VTE/U from the value of unity which exists for the flat plate at zero angle ofI
I attack.
! The Von Mimes Transformation
J" The general transformation which maps a circle into an airfoil isI.
expressed as
I
_ C
. z = z(_) = _ + _ n (2-12)
n=l
I
I where, as can be seen in Figure 5, z = x + ly, _ = _ + in and, in general,
t.
the Cn'S are complex quantities. Note that the mapping function, z(_),
satisfies the requirement of not Lttering the flow field at infinity.
Now, consider a truncated form of the general transformation which, after
differentiation, is written as
i
ifl 'dz N n c !
n (2-13)
1- n-[l
L [t
This transformation must not possess any singular points outside the
generating circle, although one singular point, denoted by _T' must be on the
_. circle. Since the remaining singular points, given by r,2, r,3,..., rN' are
zeros of equation (2-13), in factored form, that eq,,atton becomes !
|
] 987009509B-022
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C3 _N
d__.Cl- _) (l - _) (1- _-1.--('- _-) (2-_) ,.e
e.
where the zero locations are indicated by
_n " _n + i_n (2-I5) fw
i
At this point, it is seen that the mapping function may be generated by .,_
, i
postulating the locations of the N zeros which lie, along with the origin, , ,
within a circle of radius c in the t-plane, Without loss of generality, the " :
zero on the circle, tT' which transforms to the trailing edge of the airfoil, t
i
• may be fixed at the location (1,0). By choosing different sets of zeros and , '
different Fenerating circles, a great dea_ of flexibility exists in the shapes .. : !
_,_. i _-
of airfoils which can be obtained. Profiles which are generated by these .,
Beans are known as yon Hises airfoils and the mappings obtained by expending -. _
* t
equation (2-14) and integrating the result are known as yon Hlses "" ,
T;
transformations. .:;
The coefficients of _.he transfor_tion, the %'s, can be related to the
zero locations, the tn'S, by expanding equation (2-14) and equating that ._ !
-, result with equation (2-13). In this Benne_, i¢ is found _hat the coefficient _ I
.J
of the ¢-1 term must vanish. Hence. the relation -_
i] rN _
' ¢'r + [ Cn= 0 (2-16)
t n-2 _! ;
I
_ indicates tlzat the origin of the t-plane must be the centroid of the zeros
1 rllocated at tT' _2' _3' "'" gN" The coeffficienta for yon Mlsel transfor_tions _
t
_ r
] 987009509B-023
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of up to six terms, N _ 6, are related to the zero locations as follows:
i Co = CT + ¢2 + ¢3 + ¢4 + ¢5 + Cb " 0 (2-17)
cl.{_2_¢2[¢3+¢4+_5+%)-¢3[¢4+¢5+¢6)
|
i - ¢4(¢5+ ¢6) - ¢5c6} (2-18)
!
!
_.' c2 ,, 2"1{¢T[¢2(¢ 3 + ¢4 + ¢5 + c;6) + ¢3(¢4 + ¢5 + ¢6 )
t
i .
•t ¢4(% + ¢6 ) + _5_6 ] + _2[¢3(¢4 + _5 + _b ); l
l
. + ¢4(¢5 + ¢6) + ¢5¢6]  ¢3[c4(¢5+ %) + c5%] + ¢4c5c6} (2-t9)
1 J
I c3 " "T 1¢T[¢2(¢3¢4 + ¢3¢5 + ¢3¢6 + C4¢5 + C4¢6 + ¢5¢6 )
i
i  ¢3(¢4c5+ ¢4¢6  ¢5c6)¢4¢5%]+ c2[¢3(¢4c5
.. + ¢4¢6 + ¢5_6) + ¢4_5_6 ] + ¢3¢4¢5_6 } (2-20)
t l {
c4 =_" {¢T[¢2(¢3_4¢5 + ¢3¢4¢6 + _3_5¢b + ¢4¢5_6 ) !
I.. i
+ C3C4C5C6 ] + C2¢3C4C5C6} (2-21) !
I
li |
I I II i iiiill ii
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For a two term transformation, N=2, equation (2-17) indicates that
¢2 = " ¢T and equation (2-14) reduces to the familiar doukowsky case, '"
m.
_T2
dz . (X - --_---) (2-23) ' ,de
ae
From equation (2-13), cI = _T2 and the aoukowsky transformation is obtained in ..
the form of equation (2-12) as .,
_T2 i •
z = _ + _ (2-24)
i •
_/hile Joukovsky airfoils are limited to a circular arc camberllne and a
!
maximum thickness at approximately the quarter-chord position, such . '.
restrictive limitations do not exist for yon Mtses airfoils• By appropriately _.
locating the generating zeros and the origin of the transformation circle, it "i i •q
is possible to approxt_te a desired shape through an extremely wide range of _} _ !
airfoil geo_tr4.es. While the zero locations govern the basic thickness
distribution and camberline shape, the center location of the generating
•J i
circle can be u_ed to influence the overall amounts of thickness and camber as
:i! :
In the case of Joukowsky airfoils. Dlsplace_nts of the circle in the ., _
direction of the real axis, UR, prinmrily influences the thickne_s of yon _ _ ,!
Mises airfoils bd_ile dLsplacemnts in the direction of the isaRinary axis, uI' _ !
the camber. _ i
A few examples of the profile variations possible using the yon Mises
q.q
trsneforuation are provided bY the airfoils shown in Figures 6 and 7, !l
generated using four term trensformttons, and thou shown in Figures 8 and 9,
obtslned using slx terms. The zero locations used to generate these airfoils _J
U
U
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and the resulting tra,lsformation c_etficients are indicated in the figures
with the complex number pairs denoted by the Zn*s and the Cn's ,
respectively. The real and imaginary components of the origin of the
generating circle are given in the figures, respectively, as UR and UI.
Because the van Nises transformations provide for such a wide range o_
possibilities, and airfoils of prattles1 interest can generally be
characterized by relatively few inflections in the thickness distribution and
camberline shape, the conclusions developed using the van Mimes
transformations are considered to be a_plicable over a broad range of
i airfoils. Tn addition, the developnmnt is conducted using a relatively small{
number of terms in the transformation because, as demonstrated by the examples
i presented, large vartatons in profile geometries are possible without a large
number of terms, This is further Justified by the fact that the contributionsI
l made to the resulting airfoil shape by terms o_ increasing order rapidly
; ! become insignificant compared to the influence of the first ftq, terms.
't
i i Maximum TralXinl F_I,e VeXoc, t_ liar,el for PhyiicaSXy IteaXisabSe A, rfoiS.
f From equation (2-_,), it is Nan that VTEIU is inversely proportional
.i -- I*T"I and r. Thus, the maximum value of VTE/U occurs when lST'I is mdnimized
1
oLrfott ienoratnd Ls free of any raisons of nelatLve thickness. Oenotin| the
' { complex coefficients of the transformation function ao cn - an + Lbn, takin|
/
CT " (l,O), and I_rformin| the necessary operations on the truncated fo_ of
" equation (2-|2), J_l,"J is found to be
t. o
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IZT" I " [( _ n(n+l)an )2 [ n(n+l)bn)2] 1/2 (2-25) ._ ,
n'| n"|
Q.
-, Because the second term or the right of this expression is positive, the "_ "
minimum value of IZT"l, for a given set of an'S, occurs when the second term
; 46
;q zero. While there are non-zero values of the bn'S that can achieve this,
; the second term always disappears for sy_metrical airfoils which are generated °_-
when uT• and all of the bn's are zero• Consequently, as developed turther in t
• i
Appendix A, or determining the maximum value of VTE/U pos )le for an airfoil ° '_ i
; generated by a fixed set of In'S, it is sufficient to consider only the -_ _ :
syumetrical protile which can result. While there m_y be non-symmetrical "" .
4
sections having a value of VTE/U as large, there can be none for which the _
value is larger. By eLiminating the need to consider other than symmetrical
airfoils, the determination of the maximum attainable values of VTE;/U for ifo
physically realizable airfoils of the van Hlses family is significantly ,e !
simplified in that the thickness distributions, vhlch must exclude negative j i
0
thick......, at. dep.nden_ o.1, upo_ ,, .f_d _h..n' s. _rough th... _i i
considerations, the problem of determining the conditions lneuriag that a i
transformation yield an airfoil which does not cross-over itself is reduced to _r ] i
ithat of finding the n_Lniuum value of r for which the upper surface coordinates :I
of the generated profile are all non-negative. ._
To proceed tn thl8 development, the representation of Lhe generating r
tj
circle in the complex _-plane, 88 previously noted, is given by "'
C " _ + in - re 15 + _ (1-26)
t
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Thus, the coordinates of the circle are
= rcos * + ug (2-27)
, i n = rstn, + UI (2-28)
! where, with _T = (I,0), it is evident from Figure 5 that
A
r - I I - _ I " "[(I-UR)2 + .12] L/z" (2-29)i
T"
;_ 1..
Setting wI to zero and defining
- t f = (I - cos*) (2-30)i
allows the preceding relationships to be written as
!
{ r = 1 - PR (2-31)
t.
¢
i _ = 1 - rf (2-32)
. n " rstn* (2-33)
I The relationship between the real part of the transformation
coefficients, the an'S, and the radius of the generating circle insuring that
the symmetrical airfoil developed is characterized by positive thickness
L.i everywhere has been analytieally deter_ned for yon Nisei transforaatlons of
up to six terms. Before this ease is considered, hoverer, it Is tnstructlce
i to examine the derivation with only three terem as the key points of the
I i i iiii ii i Ill _.1111 i . _T IBm mmmm _ m _ I_ i _.l i
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development are retained while the algebra is simplified considerably.
The three-term van Mists transformation having real coefficients ts _*
_ri.t ten as "_ "
aL a2
z - ¢ +- +-- (2-34)¢ 2 ..¢
For the symmetrical airfoil generated to have non-negative thickness -_
everywhere, it is required that ' _ !
Im(z) " y a 0 (2-35) "_
for 0 < 4__ w. Substitution of equation (2-26) into (2-34), and making use of | i
j
the condition given by equation (2-35), yields
¢* Z
aln 2a2_n
,,, n - [_2 + n2) [_2 + rl2)2 _ 0 (2-3b) ,_ !"
! ,
which may be rearranged co give _ ,4
+ 2)2 - aL(_2 + 2) _ 202¢ > 0 (2-37)
' i
Using equations (2-32) and (2-33), the quantities required in equation (2-37) _ t
are found to be: _ _ !
_Z . r2f2 _ 2rf + I (2-3_) "'
'.J
_2 . r2 sin2_ (2-39)
=
1987009509B-029
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((2 + n2) . 2 rf(r-l) + 1 (2-40)
(_,2 + n2)2 = 4rf(r-l)[rf(r-l) + 1] + I (2-41)
Substitution of the above quantities into equation (2-37) gives
i
4rf(r-l)[rf(r-l) + 1] + I - al[2rf(r-l) + 1] i
I .
i !. - 2a 2 [1 - rf] ;_ 0 (2-427
.t
t The terms in this expression which are independent of r and f, that is, l-a 1-
; 2a2, may be eliminated by making use of the gutta condition which requires, :J for tt_ general case, that I
f
N-I i
zT' - I - _. n an - 0 (2-437 .*
i n=l
i
For N=3, this expression Indicates that I
t
f I - a I - 2a 2 = 0 (2-44) ii
Applying this result and factoring rf from what remains, equation (2-427 i
e
becomes t
I
t
I
{'i 2r(r-l)2f + 2(r-l) - at (r-l) + a2 ) 0 (2-45)
[I '!
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As the first term in this expression is non-negative, given that r is non-
negative, the most critical situation for meeting the conditlca of the
inequality occurs when f = O, i.e., when cos_ = i. For this case, equation
(2-45) becomes
4(r-i) - 2at(r-l) + 2a 2 > 0 (2-46) ,
¢
Using this result, It is found that in order to prevent the airfoil obtained
through the mapping function from having regions of negative thickness, it is ' i
necessary to require that --
2 - a I - a 2
r > (2-47)
2 - a I .
In addition, the value of IZT"i, from equation (2-25), is given by the
expression ._
IZT"J = I 2a I + 6a 2 ] (2-48) .. i
: Using equation (2-8), the maximum value of VTE/U which can be obtained from a ; !
; given three-term transformation isi '!
VTE 2 cosa 2(2-al)cosa ..,.,.. t
u I=TIr,i n IZa=*6a21(2-az -a 2} _ t
I
For this case, the _ximu_ VTE/U clearly occurs when the angle of attack, a,
Is zero. To determine the transformation which affords the largest VTE/U I
",T !
I [
overall, equations (2-18) and (2-19) are used to relate the coefficients to
"i i
W .....................
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the locations of the generating zeros. Thus, for symmetrical airfoils
!
generated with all of the generating zeros located on the real axis such tha,
I
I the _ 's are all zero, the coefficients are given by
n
: aI = I - ¢243 (2-50)
!
[
a2 - _ ¢2¢3 (2-_1)
Substitution of these relations into equations (2-49) and setting a equal to
i'"
i. zero yields
i. VTE I + ¢2¢3
U = (1 +21 ¢2¢3)2 (2-52) i
l
and using equation (2-17), it is found that
¢3"- (! + ¢2) (2-53) i
Equation (2-52) thus becomesI '1
VTE 4(¢22 + _2 + I).,( -: T (¢22 + ¢2 _ 2)2 (2-54) {i
(i._. Maximizing VTE/U with respect to ¢2 indicates chat the overall lsrgest value [
mm mint 1
of VTg/U occurs when ¢2 -1 and ¢3 = 0 or ¢2 = 0 and _3 -1. While it tsF
[i also possible to generate symmetrical airfoils with non-zero values of the I
2
i nn'm, for example, when ¢2 and r.3 - -.5 and n2 = - n3, it is found that the
"-" value of VTE/U is maximum when n2 - -n 3 - O. Thus, for determining the !
1 o
[
iJw _ _ _
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_ w
• bounding values of VTE/U, It is sufficient Co consider the case of having
the nn's set to zero. Thus, for the three-term yon Mises transformation, the .,
maximum VTE/U occurs when the third term is zero and the remaining terms are -.
equivalent to those of the Joukowsky transformation which yield the flat plate
airfoil.
- ;
Now consider the case of the slx-term von Mises transformations having
°..
real coefficients, as given by
t
~.
5 a
z = _ + [ _ (2-ss) .,
i n=1 _n
e
A physically realizable s_mmetrical airfoil Is insured provided that
5 a (_ - in) n
Im{¢ + i. + _ n _ ) 0 (2-56)
n-I (¢2 + n2)n ' i
Proceeding as in the case of the three term transformation, this equation Is ,_ I
_t
i
t expanded to obtain !
_.
[¢2 + n2)5 _ a1(¢2 + n2)4 _ 2a2¢[¢2 + n2)3 + a3(n2 _ 3_23[¢2 + n2)2 "'
"_, + 4a4_( 2 _ _2)(_2 + 2) + as[lO_2n2 _ 5_4 _ n4) 7 0 (2-57) "_
_; After nmktng the proper substitutions and expanding, the terms in the [
resulting equation which are independent of r and f are again eliminated byt
i
:j use of the Kutta condition, equation (2-43). Wactoring 2rf from the remainin_
i
-t expression yields an inequality of the form:i
:t
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Af4 + Bf3 + Cf2 + Of + E > 0 (2-58)
where expressions for the coefficients are given in Appendix B. For
0 < _ < _, f, given by equation (2-30), is never negative. Hence, when A, B,
C, and D are non-negative, the inequality will be satisfied a_ f goes co zero
provided that E is non-negative. Additionally, for the case when A, B, C, and
D are not all non-negative, it has been demonstrated numerically that
requiring E to be non-negative is still sufficient to guarantee that the
conditton of the inequality is met. From these results, the attainment of a
non-negative thickness distribution on an airfoil resulting from a six-term
yon Mtses transformation requires that
I 5 - 4aI - 7a2 - 9a3 - 10a4 - 10a5
r ) 5 - 4a I - 6a2 - 5a3 + lOa 5 (2-59) "
r
I
It should be noted that the expression degenerates into the appropriate forms
[ for transformations having fewer than six terms.
; The results of maximizing VTE/U for transformations of up to six terms in ,
, _
', a manner analogous to that used for three terms suggests that for _T = (1,0), ;
( a specified _2 location, and any number of remaining zeros, say k, that VTE/U L
! ,I . achieves a msxlmum when the k zeros are all positioned at the location defined ,by
1
'[i ii g('z +l) C2-60) ,
I .
i !) Furthermore, the value of VTz/U Is found to increase as the value of '2
i
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approaches -1.0 from either direction. When _2 is equal to -I.O, the maximum
value of VTE/U reaches unity and requires that art of the other zeros be
located at _n = 0 and consequently, have no influence. Again, thls Indicates .=..
that the largest possible value of VTE/U for a physically reasonable airfoil _
is unity and occurs when the profile is a flat plate at zero angle of attack.
!
Numerical Results and Discussion
In order to simplify the determination of the minimum generating circle
radius for which an allowable airfoil Is obtained, the development in the ,_
preceding section considered only symmetrical profiles in order to uncouple -" =
'_ .i °
the thickness distribution from the bn'S. Note, howe_er, that if the airfoils
_ under consideration have neither excessive camber or thickness, the resulting : ,
condition provides an approximation which Is still useful to insure the i
i generation of physically realizable airfoils. For non-symmetrical profiles, _i _ :
._ due to the fact that a chordwise location from an upper portion of the _ _ J
- :
i _ generating circle, x(O), does not correspond to the same location transformed _ _ }1 from the lower portion, x(-e), the thickness distribution becomes coupled to
the bn'S. If the airfoil is not excessively cambered, however, then x(O) will
"]''be approximately equal to x(-O) and consequently, the thickness dl_tributton ._ '
iS only weakly Influenced by the non-zero bn's. Thus, th_ positive thickness "_ _ icondition remains approximately correct. Similarly, In practice, it has been ._ _ "
found that the condition iS reasonably valid for small, non-zero values of "I' !]
and only excessively cambered profiles actually might have regions of negative
thickness even though the positive thickness condition is satisfied. Thus,
for most practical purposes, the condition developed is useful In generating
physically realizable yon Ktses airfoils whether or not they are symmetrical.
]
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To further understand the utility of the positive thickness condition, a
digital computer program was written to calculate the transformation
coefficients and airfoil coordinates resulting from an input generating circle
and a set of zeros. As previously indicated, on the figures to be discussed,
the zero locations and the transformation coefficients are each listed as a
complex number pair denoted by the Zn'S and Cn'S, respectively. Considering
the condition on the minimum allowable radiu_ such that URmax - I - train, the
value of UP,MAX presented in the figures is the maximum allowable real axis i
location of the generating circle center which results in a reasonable
r
t airfoil. Depending on which situation is most critical, chls value is based i
on either the positive thickness condition, as determined from equation
I ' (2-59), or, on the requirement that all of the zeros lie within the generating
I circle. The radius of the mapping circle used to generate the airfoil shown
4
is denoted in the figures as R, while the real and imaginary components of its
t
center are UR and OI, respectively. The value of VTE/U for the airfoil is
identified by VTE.
To demonstrate the relationship of camber and thickness to the value of
| VTE/U, a comparison of the airfoil shown in Figure 10 to that shown in Figure !
_. 7 is informative. The symmetrical airfoil of Figure 10 has been generated by ;
e
-_ locating the zeros such that the bn's are all zero, while the an'S have {
..a
, i
essentially the same values as those of the section shown in Figure 7. As the
. , N-I
i transformation for the ,:ambered airfoil was determined so that n_! n(n+l) bn i
l
is zero, the value of IZT"l Is the same for both airfoils as can be seen from
? ,equation (2-25). Thus, with both airfoils having the same r, the values of
,_ VTE/U from equation (2-8) are equal. In essence then, the airfoil of Figure 7
:: has traded an appropriate amount of thickness for camber such that there is no ,
:!
- i
, !
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reduction in VTE/U. As is a_so demonstrated by the expression for the value
I
of VTE/U in the case of Joukowsky airfoils, equation (2-II), the trading of
so_ amount of thickness for camber Is possible in all cases provided that i _
so_ thickness is available to trade. Hence, in the case of the flat plate it
is not possible to obtain a cambered plate while VTE/U re_Ins equal to I ,
unity.
The effect of varying u R on the airfoil resulting from a given '
transformation is exemplified by Figures 9, 11 and 12. The airfoil of Figure _ _'
9 is developed using the maxi_m value of _R as determined from the condition
for positive thickness, which is approximately correct for the cambered _; 7"
t
_ profile sho_. Thus, it can _ considered that the point where the upper and -- _.
, lower surfaces cross is located at the trailing edge of this profile. As the _.
F_ •
; value of _R is _de _eater than UR_x, the point of cross-over _ves from the i
trailing _ge toward the leading edge. The airfoil shown in Figure 11, using
the sa_ set of generating zeros as the profile of Figure 9, exhibits this _ '
_havlor. As the value of UR Is increased above the value used in Figure II, _
the point of cross-over on the resulting airfoil _ves further and further ., ,
fo_ard. In SO. ca''', this continues until the cross-over point reaches the .: _ !
leading edge, after _Ich, further increases in uR cause the thickness _ ,.
distribution of the resulting airfoil to be totally negative. In this _ _ i
* !
situation, the upper _rts of the generating circle are _pped to the lower
J
surface of the airfoil, and the lo_r parts of the circle to the upper surface
of the airfoil. An _ternatlve _eslbilzty ezlsts as, in so_ cases, _fore
the cross-over point reaches _he leading edge, a value of uR is used which
causes one of the generating zeros, in addition'to that at the trailing edge,
to lie _ the circle. This _sults in an _dittonal cusp appearing on the
q987009509B-037
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boundary of the airfoil. A further increase in UR then results in a zero
becoming situated outside of the c_rcle and the mapping of the flow field is
no longer conformal.
While moving the origin of the generating circle in the positive
direction causes the resulting airfoil to become thinner, Figure 12 shows that
moving ir in the opposite direction causes it to t,_,icken. To the extent that
the positive thickness condirion is an approximation for non-symmetrical
airfoils, the examples of figure 9, 11 and 12 demonstrate that generating a
profile with _R equal to URmax results in the thinnest uncrossed airfoil#
possible for a given set of zeros.
,r
The next group of figures is Included to show quantitatively hv2 an
additional non-zero term in the transformation influences the shape of the
I profile and the value of VTE/U. Figure 13 depicts the Joukowsky flat plate
• I
airfoil at zero angle of attack. As indicated in the figure, this airfoil has
'I the limiting value for VTE/U of unity. By moving a third generating gero a
small dtstance away from the orlgln in elther direction, Figures 14 and 15, it
is seen that the profile thickness increases sllghtly while VTE/U becomes less
I than unity.
'_ Figure 16 depicts an airfoil having the highest attainable value of VTE/U
,islng a six-term transformation and _2 = -.6 as the specified locatlon of the|
I second senerati_,g zero. The locations of the other zeros for this airfoil are
7
; .., prescribed by equation (2-00). As before, ?Igure 17 indlcate_, that a decrease
li |[ tn VTE/U results when the zero. are moved slightly fro. the .xittzin,locations used to obtain the airfoil of '?Igure 16.
Figures 18 and lg present plots of the zero-lift, maximum values of V1_/U
; and the symNtrical airfoil thickness ratios as they depend on the sero
-:i.L:
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Location, _2" Figure 18 is produced using a three-term yon Nises
_t
transformation, while Figure 19 a six-term transformation, For both ca_es,
the zeros other than the trailing edge zero, _T' and the given zero, _2' are
positioned using equation (2-60) in order to maximize the value of V,L_/U. The
syametrtcal behavior about 42 = - .5 of the plots shown In Figure 18 Is due to .
the fact that, with only three terms, equation (2-60) requires that _3 ° -
(E2 + TM Thus, the Joukowsky flat plate results that occurs when E2 = -I and
43 = 0 also occurs when ¢2 = 0 and 43 = -1. It [s Interesting to note Chat
,*b
this behavior dIs_ppears, as shown in Figure 19, when additional terms are
t_
employed in the transfornurclon. In comparing the two figures in the region of
¢2 = O, It is apparent Chat the presence of more term_ allows higher values of -.
VTE/U to occur for a given thickness ratio. ""
As an aid tn alrffoIl design studies, Figure 20 sumaarizes the manner in
t
which the maximum, zero-lift trailing edge velocity ratios are limited by the
airfoil thickness ratio. It is important to note, however, that the
relationship shown should not be regarded as absolute po,:entlaL flow limits
as, by moving the zeros off the real-axls, It is possibl,_ to obtain ..
syumetrtcal profiles of larger thickness ratios which pr.Muce higher values of 7J
VTE/U than those indicated. As the profiles generating _:hese results have
-t |
excessively blunted or concave noses, and otherwise radI_:aL shapes, these _ J,
e$ .
cases were excluded from the r_dlts presented in Figure 20.
Because the specl'ficstion of VTE/U Is necessary in a number of airfoil [ '
design techniques, it is anticipated that the preceding results viii be T? '
ii '
useful. For example, in the fully laLtnar airfoil designs of Sappuppo and 1
Archer 127], the value of VTE/U- .97 was selected "'ashigh as posstbteso ;is _ i
tO obtain high Lift". As consistent with Figure 2U, th_ thickness ratLo of {
nl
U
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the symmetrical airfoil resulting from the surface singularity inverse
proced.re employed was 9.7g. On the introduction of camber, however,
difficulties were reported in retaining a reasonable thickness ratio and that
of the resulting airfoil was only 4.2%. While it was concluded that the
thinness of these profiles was due to the low Reynolds number speciflcat1_,,
.md employment _f the fully laminar Stratford recovery distribution, the
present investigation Indicates that it is, more likely, a result of the high
value of VTE/U specified. Furthermore, in light of the discussion regarding
the trade-off of _hickne_s and camber necessary to maintain a given value of i
VTE/U, the difficulties encountered when camber was introduced are to be
"* • xpe cted.
As already noted, another area in which insight into the factors
influencing the selection of VTE/U would be most valuable is in the high lift
airfoil design procedure detailed by Thoapson [19]. In this mthod, the
formulatlon of the Stratford recovery distribution for the uppe_ surface is I
initiated by 5Mt]. ctlng the value of VTE/U. As has been discussed, the
?
literature provided little guidance for choosing reasonable values of VTI_/U,
and those used by Thompson were unreasonably h_gh. Thus, the present work
provides the maans by whl=h the specification of VTE/U can be made with
grt_ater understanding. i
(
m%.
i
1
r ! :
t
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CHAPTER III
_D
AIRFOILS WITH FINITE TRAILING EDGE PRESSURE G_OIENTS ..
Conditions Required for Finite Trailing Edge Pressure Gradients -
In considering the results of interacting boundary Layer theory to model
the real flow around an airfoil, it is found that the dl3placement thickness
of the boundary layer and of the wake increase rapidly in the vicinity of the
trailing edge, and a discontinuity generally exists where they Joln at the
trailing edge. This behavior has been considered in numerous references, such -
t
as the classical papers of Preston, et. at., [29J-[31J, as well as tn more i
modern sources such as Reference [32J, and, as shown by HelnLk, st. el., [33]
is attrilmtable to singularities which occur at the trailing edge of the
invlscld solution. These unbounded quantities, present in the case of any
airfoil carrying a non-zero load at the trailing edge, lead to a breakdown of --
the boundary layer approxlsatiop_ such that, in the vtqinity of the trailing '' t
¢
edge, the assumption that pressure Lo constant across the hour defy layer is no 7_ :
longer valid. Thus, the elimination of these singularities should alloy the
viscou, flow on an airfoil to be nor. reliably predicted using conventional 7] !t
boundary layer theory. More stgnifi_antly, because of the reduction in the !
strong viscous effects at the trailing edge, it is reasonable to expect that i
airfoil aerodynamics m/ght he enhanced as the level of perforaonce ach eveu in "1
t/
the reel flow field vould sore closely approach the high levels predicted
using potential flow mthods. Finally. because the amnner in which the flow ,
approaches the trailing edge should be globally tnftuenced by the removal of
the trailing _d|e singularities, it it anticipated that the voeeLb/ttty ot _
[,
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7- large upper and lower surface velocity differentials in the vicinity of the
I trailing edge would be eliminated. Thus, separation problems introduced by
l the steep adverse prossure gradient that typically exists on the upper surfaceI
near the trailing edge when such velocity differentials exist would be
mitigated.
In order to examine the flow in the vicinity of the trailing edge in
detail, consider the transformation of the unit circle centered at the origin
of the _-plane into an airfoil in the z-plane as shown in Figure 21. The
complex potential function for the unit circle having circulation r and an
angle of attack _ is
!
; F(_) = U e-i= - U ei_ -I ---[--YIn _ (3-I)I 2wi
!
and the complex velocity is
-lot eiCt_-2 iY _-I
_(_) = dF(______)=U e - U +_-_ (3-2) ;|
J
Imposing the gutta condition, the circulation necessary to fix the stagnation
f :
point at _ ffi _T = 1 in the circle plane is found to be !
i
t
r = 47 U sin a (3-3) !
i
Thus,
[ =l
i
w(_) -in elan-2
--0"--• • - + 2i_ -1 sin a (3-4)
r ......
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• W
which may be written
J l
w(¢). (e-i_.ei%-Z)(Z- C-Z) (3-5) "U ;
-i
The velocity in the airfoil plane is i
_ dF de _ w(¢) / z'(¢) (3-6)
w(z) = u-lv d_ dz
f
To preclude the presence Of a stagnation point at the trailing edge of the *_
airfoil, ZT, it _s necessary that the trailing edge of the airfoil be "_
cusped. This requires that
Because the velocity at the trailing edge, from equation (3-6), is of an .r
Indetermiaant form, L'Hopltal's rule can be invoked to yleld 4_ '
w'(¢T) :: _ :
w(zT) = --.. (3-8) _ ,
ZT |
At this point, the complex pressure gradient is defined as
R = _-_x-i _-_y " px - ipy (3-9, il
Using the Bernoulli equation, the pressure at a point on an airfoil, p, may be _
relate_ co the free-stream conditions such that
p " P. + _ P [U2 - (u 2 + v2)] (3-10) ]
!
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which is differentiated to give
= + VVx) (3-11)Px -D (uux
= + vvy) (3-12)py -0 (UUy
By substituting equations (3-11) and (3-12) into equation (3-9), it is found
that
R- -p LuC.x - iUy)  v(v,-iv )] (3-13)Y
Contlnu[ty and icrotationality require that vx - Uy and ux - - Vy. Thus,
equation (3-13) may be written
R" -0 [.(u,- iv.) + V(Uy-i.y)]
"-_ [uw'  v(iw')]
- -_ [u + iv] w' (3-:4)
h
1 or, more simply
_. R " -0 w(z) w'(z) (3-15)
: where w(z) is the complex conjugate of w(z). At the trailing edge, the
complex pressure grad£ent is given by
I
.f!
"_illi_ -- ii. i,i 41 II %
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In order to evaluate equation (3-16), an expression for w'(zT) is ""
4_
required. Note that the result of differentiating equation (3-8),
_4
d [w(_)] = (¢)z' - w(¢)z"} (3-17)
•. w'(zT) - lira Tz -_- lira {w' (z 3¢"¢T ¢" CT ')
:j
is of an zndetermlnant form such that L'Hopital's rule is applicable. Because -.
• W(_T) and zT' are both zero, this yields
w'(ZT) = llm w"(¢)z' -_ w(z)z''' (3-18)
+ Lr 3[z'• }2z" "T
_ ,
Y_
which is still of an indeterminant form. Using L'Hopital's rule again gives _
,4
w'{zT) " lira [w"(C_)z" - w'(¢)z"' ] (3-19_ "
I
+ ,i ":
r -
; Now, because the denominator of this expression is zero, w'(z T) will be
i'i unbounded unless the numerator is also zero. Thus, for w'(zT) to be finite, _ i
it ts necessary that t _ i
: a
.... '" = 0 (3-20_
- w'(_T)ZTI w (_T)ZT
• !l
: If thls condition is satisfied, then equation (3-19) will be of an
I indeterminant form and the use of L'Hopital's rule again yields I
m w'"( - 1
w'(ZT) = _T)ZT '' w' (_T)ZTiv
3(ZT.,)3 (3-21)
dm
!
Now, substituting the above relation, along with the conjugate of equation
!
!
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(3-8), into equation (3-16), the value of the complex trailing edge pressure
gradient, provided that equation (3-20) is satisfied, is given by
RT = -0 _ w' iv
3 ZT"(ZT") 3 [zT'' ''(¢T) - zT w'(¢T)] (3-22)
To further evaluate equations (3-20) and (3-22), equation (3-5) may be
differentiated successively and evaluated at the trailing edge giving
---_---=----_----= 2rosa (3-23)
" - 6cosa - 2isina (3-24)U
:
= 24rosa + 12isina (3-25)U
i. By writin3 equation (3-20) as
'
"i.I' _ZT" " _1 (3-26)
l
i _ and making use of equations (3-23) and (3-24), the condition required for the :
I complex trailing edge pressure gradient to be finite on an airfoil may be ;i
: I . expressed as a condition on the transformation function requiring thac t
'l
'(ii . ZT'*' •
-_ --'vr---." - 3 - ttanu (3-27) ]
ZT I
.:• i
!
While the ramifications of this _quirement will _ considered later, note
.i chat the Imaginary part can only _ satisfied for a particular airfoil at only
, I
' i
IF
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a single angle of attack. At any other angle of attack, the complex trailing T
edge pressure gradient is unbounded.
Using equations (3-23) and (3-25) in equation (3-22), the value of the
complex trailing edge pressure gradlent is given by
T
m :
RT = 4p U2 COS a
3(Z-_) (Zr") 3 [bzT(mc°sa + islna)- zTiVcosa] (3-28) !
provided that the condition of equation (3-27) is satisfied. Non- ..
dlmenslonallzlng equation (3-28), where £ is the chord length of the airfoil, -4
yields "r
RT
0U2/2_ ;" CpX T - I Cpy T _,
= -8 £ cosa [6ZT"<mcosa + isina) - zTiVcose ] (3-29)3(TT"l( T")3 "" i"
By considering a circle of r_dius r and center location u in the _-plane, _"
rather than a unit circle centered at the origin, the results of this analysis _
I
can be made applicable to the von Mises airfoils previously considered. In
that case, it is interesting to note that all of the symmetrical airfoils _
q
generated using the minimum circle radius which generates a physically
realizable airfoil, rmln, satisfy the condition for a finite complex trailing _
edge pressure gradient. In order to explain this, consider that, in the case ._
_J
of overlapping airfoils, the point of cross-over moves aft as the generating
circle radius, r, is increased. When r = train, the cross-over point is at the
trailing edge. Thus, the trailing edge of the airfoil is locally like the
ml
flat plate at zero angle of attack and, evidently, the flow behavior is
1
]
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( _[mi[ar. As an exampte of such an airfoil, the yon Mises profile depicted in
I
Figure 22 has trailing edge pressure gradient values of
CpXT = -1.37, while, as is the case for all non-lifting symmetrical airfoils,
Cpy T = 0. For comparison, the airfoil of Figure 16 has CpxT = -.12 and CpyT -
O. It should be noted that because having r = rmi n in the case of two
generating zeros yields the Joukowsky flat plate, Figure 13, that this is the
only Joukowsky airfoil which can satisfy the condition for bounded trailing
i edge pressure gradients. This fact explains the presence of the "hooked"
shape observed at the trailing edge of Joukowsky airfoil velocity i
[ distributions.{
The Eppler Airfoil Desisn Method
In order for airfoils to be developed which make use of the conditon for !! ,
finlte trailing edge pressure gradients, it Is necessary to Incorporate the
I necessary condition into some airfoil design methodology. To this end, the i
inverse scheme developed by Eppler was selected as being the most suitable for
this purpose. The theoretical details of thls design procedure are presented
in Eppler [5], and also summarized in References [8], [17], and [19], while aI ,
description of the code and its usage are documented by Eppler and Somers i
_. [25]. As modifications required to allow the method to design airfoils having i
finite trailing edge pressure gradients are significant, before considering !
changes, a summary be included here.
these of the method will also
As depicted in Figure 21, the Eppler airfoil design procedure is based on I
•the conforMal mapping of the flow field exterior to a unit circle in the ¢-
[
plane into the flow field exterior to an airfoil in the z-plane. The complex :
velocity for the flo_ about the unit circle is given by equation (3-5) where,
.Ei
L
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to be consistent with the derivation of Eppler, the free-stream velocity is
taken to be unity. The mapping function, z(_), must, as detailed in the
discussion of the yon Mises transformation, preserve the flow conditions at
infinity. Thus, it is required that
z(=) = = and dz = I (3-30,
Most generally, these requirements are met by the power series i
z(_) = 81E + [ 6 v -v (81 * 0, real) (3-3t)
,4
t s
where the 8v are limited to values for which the series is convergent when
IEI ) 1. As consistent with equation (3-6), the velocity in the airfoil plane
is given by
t
-t0 dF dF dE
w(z) = ve =--= (3-32) idz d_ dz
;
- I
: This relationship, for reasons discussed by Lighthlll [9], is more ;
' ' b
• | t
:_ conveniently represented by!
i
dF dz (3-33) -. 'l In w(z) = in • - iO = In _- In dE
i
I ,,!Id_
Because ln_ is known from equation (3-5), then if v($) is specified, the : !
dz dF _ ,
real part of In _ follows directly. Furthernmre, because ln_ is analytic '. !
in the exterior of the unit circle then, using the real part which is known ,)n [
the boundary, E " • 1_, the imaginary part can be determined. Thus, the ., ,
!1
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dz
f.nction _-_, which maps the circle into the airfoil, can be solved for from
equation (3-33) and z obtained by integration. The advances which are
represented by the Eppler method include the development of an algorithm for
the numerical computations required by the procedure just outlined, and the
introduction of a form for v(_) which allows practical airfoils to be obtained
[n a straightforward manner.
The numericsl algorithm of the method is based on the introduction of
dz
In _ in the form given by
OO
dz 1
In _" In (1 -_) + [ (a m + ibm)C TM (3-34)
m,,O
This form is advantageous In that it isolates tile singularity which occurs on
the boundary, _ = ei_. Operating on equation (3-34) ylelds
4B
l (am+ Ibm]_-m
dz I m-O
- (_-_)• (3-35)
This result must be consistent with equation (3-31). Thus, differentiating
equation (3-31) and comparing terms having like-powers of _ to those of the
[ preceding expression, it is found that compatibility requires
. b0 = 0 (3-36)
a I = I (3-37)
[i bl = 0 (3-38)
I ,
Equation (3-36) is necessary in order that there is no rotation of the
1987009509B-050
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free-stream velocity at Infinity. Equations (3-37) and (3-38) make
the -I term vat:ish and, as a consequence, ensure that the profile will close I
at the trailing edge. Additionally, the requirement that velocity of unity be T
preserved at infinity as given by equation (3-30) necessitates that
4
a0 = 0 (3-39) I
Ii
Evaluating equation (3-33) on the circle boundary, _ = e i_, and rearranging
the resul_ gives 1 !
[In dz
- Infl ¼)' - - inv(_ +te _ :
_. +InI_--_l. - 1nil-e-i+l ""
_=e i_
mD
g
- P(,)+ iQ(,) (3-4o) U =_
P(_) and Q(_) are defined as the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of ,_
=; this expression The use of equations (3-5) and (3-34) allows P(_) to be *_• j
il expressed as 2 "_
-_ " v(+) ] (3-41) U "_
{ P(Q) " l (am cos m+ + b sin m,) = - {n[2lcos({_ _){i m-O m '_
' 1, 1so that the coefficients, the am'S and bm'S, are determinable in the sameI
manner as those of a real Fourier series. Consequently, using the formulas U
for the evaluation of Fourier coefficients, and noting that the term
containing b0 disappears in the expansion of equation (3-41), the requirements 2
of equation (3-37)-(3-39) generate three integral constraints, ]
]
I
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ao = f P(,_) d_ = 0 (3-42)0
2_
= f P(_) cos _ d# =' _ (3-43)a| 0
2e
b I = f P(q_) sin ¢ d# = 0 (3-44)0
i which must be satisfied by the specified velocity distribution, v(_). In the
actual method, it is not necessary to determine the re.lining series
coefficients but, rat_._r, to calculate the harmonic
necessary only conjugate
funtion, Q(_). Thus, using Poisson's formula, Q($) is given by
I
m 2a
i Q(*) = [ (b cosm, - a sinm¢) =_-_ f P(*)ctn d, (3-45)
I mI0 _ m 0 ,
Substituting equation (3-41) into equation (3=40) and simplifying yields
dz l i(Q- ) ',
I (:3 .el, " 4isin _ ICo$(_- _31 _ • (3-46) i; ":
t
r
and, for d_ ie i_ dO, I !m ; :
I
d_. iei, cd_/ Id# _=et_
i -',sin_ Icos(_-")1_--_• (3-,,7)
.J
Splitting this expression into Its real and iwgtnary parts gives
" tD
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L
dXd_b= - 4sin _ Icos(_- cl) l _ cos[_ + Q(_)I (3-48) °
dYd_" - 4sin 2_ Icos(_-- a)I _ Q(¢)] (3-49)
e
Thus, once Q(¢) has been determined, the airfoil coordinates can be. obtained
by simple quadrature,
Up to now, the aertvatlon has proceeded in such a way that a fixed angle
of attack, a, is selected, as wet1 as a velocity dlstriburtcn, v(_), which
must satisfy the three integral constraints, equations (3-42)-(3-44), Then,
using equations (3-48) and (3-49), a profile is determined whose velocity
distribution, v(¢, _), agrees with the prescribed v(_) at the selected angle
. o
of attack. The method, however, is considerably more flexible, From equation
(3-35), it is clear that the transformation, and therefore the airfoL1 shape, ''
T''
is fixed once the am's and bm's have been determined. As a change in o has no _
effect on the coefficients, P(_) is independent of _. Consequently, equation
(3-41) can be written
o •
o,)]P(') = - In [21COS (_- (3-5U) ,
where v*(_) is the velocity specffted at a point on the profile corresponding
to #, and a*(_) Is the angle of attack at which that v*(4) is to be
realized. Thus, the velocity distribution v(), a), for any arbitrary e, is
obtained from equation (3-50) a_
v_, a) v*(,_) - f(,) _3-5t) -.
:i i
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_here f(_) is tnv.triant with respect co a. Nhlle v(_, a) must be continuous
over the a_foil, it Is possible for a discontinuity in a* to be compensated
by a discontinuity in v*(_). Thus, rather than spec_.fylngonly a single a* at
which the velocity distribution v*(_) occurs, unlike other inverse methods, it
is possible to select different values of a*, as indicated by r.henotation
a*(._),.'ordifferent segments of the airfoil. Consequently, dlffer_nt parts
of the airfoil can be designed for different angles of attack. In this
manner, an airfoil can be designed from the onset to have the desired
aerodynamic characteristics over a chosen range of flight conditions, rather
than being point-designed for a single angle of attack and mod.fytng the
result until acceptable off-design performance is achieved.
As mentioned, the numerical method is dependent on the convergence of the
series contained in equation (3-34). This convergence is assured if the
velocity dlstrlbutiun, v*(¢), is specified such thai: it makes P(_), equation
(3-41), a piecewlse continuous function containing, at most, points having
finite jumps in the first derivative. In this case, as detailed in Reference
[28], the am's and bra's are 0(l/m2). This not only allows successful
numerical treatment, but also guarantees that the resulting profiles are
smooth.
In order to implement the specification of the velocity distribution, the
,Jqit circle in the _-plane is divided into Ip Ngments over the Lnterval (0,
2w). Referring ¢o Figure 23,
!
#0 • 0 < #1 < #2 < "'" < tl (3-5Z) i
P
d and, in additto% 0i,le denotes the arc limit containing the leading edle
"' i
4 i
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stagnation pointr _0 achieve the flexibility inLroduced by being able to
_pecify different values of a* for different segments of the alrfoI[,
_*(¢) will be considered as constant over each of the define_ Intervals such ..
that ,.d'
--o
_e
_*(_) " a i = constant (_i-I _ _ _ _i ) (3-53)
.e
The specification of the velocity v*(¢) takes the form
v*(*) = VlWt,) (3-54)
-e
_ where v i Is taken a_ constant within each clr_le segment, _i-I < _ _ _I' and
.
w(_) £s a function which includes a term allowing for maln pressure .ecove:y
..
on the airfoil, as well as a contribution to insure that the profile closes. _e$
On the upper surface: 0 < _ ( _t,le' the form of w(_) Is _" _
coat - coat w -u coat - cost_ 2 KH . ' i
.<,) + K{i + s ,
ti' i °while on the lower surface, le ( $ < 2a, t_ parameters K.d, u, _w ' and ..,_
K'H _w ' 'ts are replaced vy , _, , and ta' respectively. The expressions within .i. _ |
' the braces, {f(t)}, are treated as special functions In that, tf f($) ( O then ., i
t "
f {f(t)} - 0 a,a if f(t) > 0. {f(t)} - f(t). _or ,l,_tielty. e_u,tlon (3-_) "i i
for the upper surface amy be written -"k ,
-!
KH ._
w(_) - Ww($)'" ws($) (I-_6)
I
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and, for the lower surface,
i
" I m
_ -_ _s(_) KHw(_) = Ww(_) (3-57)
In both cases, the W (_) term produces the main pressure recovery, the lengthw
of which is governed by the specification of _ . The total amount of recoveryw
and its particular shape are established as part of the velocity
specification, along with the _i's and =i's, by the parameters K and _. In
i . the term generating closure of the airfoil, the quantity k (_) is fixed by thes
specification of _s' while the exponents, KH and KH are left free to be
determined by the solution procedure. A typical velocity distribution,
w(_(x)), is sketched in Figure 24.
Substitution of equation (3-54) into equation (3-50) yields
PC,) - znlcosC_-c_ill - In vi-ln _(,) + in2 (3-58)
[ I_i-l _ _ _ _i ; i=1'2'3'''''Ip )
I Thus, at the trailing edge, continuity of P(_) requires that
E lnlcosull - in vt- In w(o) - lnlcosaI I-tnvz - in u(2_) (3-59)P P
[_ whereas at all ocher segment boundaries,
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..°
- In vi+ I - In w(_) (3-60) ;
4;
"_ A problem arises with the velocity distribution at the leading edge
°.
; stagnation point, given by _ = _ + 2_i, In that P(_) is undefined at that .
point and no longer satisfies the conditions imposed on it. This problem can
be avoided, however, by requiring _i,le - 2ai,le < _ and _i,le - 2_i,le+l > _'
or, more simply, by requiring
• 1
&
£
,_ (3-61)
_ _i,le+l < _i,le
At this point, the method requires that the values of the pressure .. '
: recovery and aosure parameters, _, _, Cw' _w' *s' and _s' be given, along _! ;
i
._ with all of the _i' aI pairs. The Ip constants, the vt's, and the closure "" .
-, i
contribution exponents, gH and KH, are solved for such that the Ip matching •
t
! conditions, equations (3-59) and (3-60), as well as the three integral
i
constraints, equations (3-42)-(3-44), are satisfied. Consequently, as given, ; _
_ the problem is over-specified and it is necessary to relax one of the given __ <
parameters so that all of the required conditions can be met. Because of its .i I
i
"i strong influence as the matching point of the upper and lower surface velocity ;i
.!
! distributions, the method uses the leading edge arc limit, _i,le' as the
necessary free variable. _I
By substituting equation (3-58), _ong with equation (3-56) or (3-57),
into equations (3-42)-(3-44), it is found that the integral constraints can be [l
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evaluated in closed form. With the substitutions indicated, equation (3-43)
: beco me s
2_ 21)
/ P(@)COS* d¢ = / [inlcos[_- ai)I - In v.(¢)
0 0
+ U in Ww(@) - KH In Ws(¢) + in 2] co_0 d@ = _ (3-62)
Now, defining
2_
- f 111Ws(@) cos* d@ ffiWcl (3-63)0
2_
" - f In W--s(@)cos@ d@ = Wcl (3-64)
0 p
and, introducing the notation
i
@.
tn(i,j) = In J cos (2 - aj)J (3-65)
I The evaluation of equation (3-62) gives
i 2_ Ip
f P(*) cos¢ d_ " ZH Wcl + Z'-H Wcl + Z {sin 2aI
0 p i-I
{
[tnCt,i)- tnCi-_,i)J+_ {,._-*i-l)coa2=i
{-
[
+_- {sin ¢I - sin ,i.l) + sin ¢i[tn(i,t) - In vi]
U
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- sin,i_l[ln(i-l,i) - 1."i]} ---
_ .
'_w 2.
+ U / in W ($) cos* d¢ * _ f_ in W--w(*)cos* dJ = _ (3-66)0 w
• W -,
Using the matching condition, equation (3-60), it is found that a number of
-- }
terms in this expression drop out such that, after simplification, it may be
.I, [
written
t
k
!
;
KH Wet + KH WcI + Jc : 0 (3-b7) -;
p ;
~.
I
where Jc is defined as "_ j
I : _
J = [ {sin 2ai[in(i,i) - In(l-l,i)] .. :
C i=I _ , :
+ g| (@i - *i-l)COS 2_i} - _ + U /0 In Ww(*)COS* d* -
2. " ; ,
- - i
+ ta f_ In W (*) cos* d¢ (3-68)
2
Now, after formally setting a0 and al to zero, the terms containing ¢i are -_ ;
collected and the leading edge arc limit, *l,le' is isolated such that i
equation (3-68) is rewritten as _
Jc " ac + bc In(le,le) + Cc In (le, le + I) + dc ¢i,le (3-69) I
where the coefficients are given by I
!
!
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i,le-I
a = _ {sin 2e. In(i,i) - sin 2ai+ [ In(i i+l)
c i= 0 I
I
I \P
+_ ,_ C=o_2=. - =os_=. )} + _ {s_n2=. z,(i,i)
z I+I i=l,le+l z
I
- sin 2_i+ I In(i,i+I) + _ *i [cos 2a.i - cos 2ai+l) }
i *w 2_
_ - _ + t,f in Ww(,) cos_ d_ + _ f_ In WL(_)cos* d_ (3-/0)
! 0 *wI
))
i- b = sin 2=le (3-71)L _ i
i
i,
= - sin (3-72)1 cc 2ale+ I
dc = 2"1icos 2ale - cos 2ale+l ) (3-73)
Using the definitions given by
t
¢s
- ] In Ws (*) sin¢ d* = Wsl (3-74)f o )i
l - f_ In W ()) sin, d¢ (3-75)_s s " WSlp t:
)
the Integral constraint of equation (3-44), in a manner similar to that .
applied Co equation (3-43), becomes 1
[ :
l
KHWsl +KH WsI + Js " 0 (3-76) 1
r
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where Js is ultimately expressed as
Js = as + bs In(le,le) + Cs ln(le,le + l) + ds *le (3-77) ,
° .
and the coefficients are
i,le-I :
-- _ {-(z  cos2%)z.<i,i>+11 2%  l)
as i=O
I
In(i,i+l) +_ *i [sin 2ai - sin 2ai+[)}
l
+ I p { -(1 + cos 2a.)ln(i,i) + (1 + cos 2ai+l)1
• i,le+l
I
t.(i,i+l) +_ *i (sin 2_i - sin2_i+l)}
t
*w 2_ ¢
.' + u f in Ww(,) sin, d* + _ I_ In WL(*) sin, d* (3-781
0 _w
; !
b s = - [1 + co._ 2ale ) (3-79) : , ,i
i
= [1 + cos 2ale+l ) (3-80)
i
cs i
d -½ Csln2%e-,in2%e+i) (3-_:,
[i
t
At this point, consider the trailing edge matching condition given by
T!
equation (3-59). By repeated applications of equation (3-60), the velocity _1
_, terms vI and vI can be eliminated and the resulting expression wrltten as T|
P [!
_ .
:1
...... 1987009509 B-061
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• ++
- KH In Ws(()) + KH In Ws(2_) + Jr = t} (3-82)
in which
Jt = at + bt ln(le,le) + c t in(le,le+I) (3-83)
and
- i,le-I
_ a t _ {- In(l,i) + in(i,i+l)}i=O
I
P
- + 'i {- In(i,i) + in(i,i+l)} - U In W (01
i,,i,le+l w
. * _ In %(2Tr) (3-84)
bt - -1 (3-85)
|
" Ct l I (]--86) ;
I
Thus, equations (3-67), (3-76), and (3-82), can be used Co solve for the ,
r
LI three unknowns, KH, %, and _i,le" In matrix notation, this system of _
!
equations may be represented Y
" f
I
{ ,!
L
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-- "fit
Wcl Wcl Jc "-
P .,
Wsl Wsl Js = 0 (3-87)
P
-In W (0) in Ws(2_) J
_ s t.. t
Solving for _l,le leads to a transcendental equation which can be expressed as
a + b In (le,le) + c In (le,le+l) + d¢_ le = 0 (3-88) i
tn which
= * D2 a + D3 a (3-89)a DI ac s t
-s i
= 2 b 3 b t (3-90)b DI bc s ,-, !
c " DI cc + D2 Cs + D3 ct (3-91) ""
"it
d - D1 d + D2 d (3-92) , :c s , ,
and
"i
'_, D1 = Wsl In Ws(2_)  WsiIn Ws(O) (3°93) •, :, :
p , I
• °
i
;I D2 - - Wcl In Ws(2_) - Wcl in Ws(O) (3-94) ":j
i P ;!
'1! D3 (3-95); = Wcl Wsl - Wcl Wsl
j P P
_ °_
' 5ii
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Equation (3-88) can now be solved numerically for _i,le using the
technique of Regula falsi. Once _l,le has been obtalned, Jc-_, Js' and Jt can
be calculated and used in a straightforward manner to solve for KH and KH" In
order to determine the vi's, the first integral constraint, equation (3-42),
is evoked along with the matching conditions given by equation (3-60). Thus,
2_ I p i v.
f P(*) d* = _ { f [lnlcos =i)l - Zn--
vI
0 i=l _i-I
+ _ In Ww (_) - KH In Ws(_)].d_ + 2_(In 2 - in vI) (3-96)
i
vi !
The velocity ratios, o are found from sequential applications of equation
vI'
• : (3-60) and the results used to determine vI from equation (3-9b). At this
point, P(_) and Q(_) can be determined and the coordinates of the profile
_ollow directly.
I
The closure requirements of the airfoil determine the values of KH and
KH which, in turn, influence the trailing edge closure angle. In order that
some control over the trailing edge shape is possible, the digital computer
J
coding of the method allows a value of Ks, where Ks = KH + KH' to be
specified. Then, any one of a number of iteration schemes can be sele:ted
I
:_ which vary particular combinations of the specified input parameters until the !
" i desired value of Ks is achieved. This procedure, along with a detailed .
" (" discussion of the numerical tmplementatlon of the mathod, is contained in i
I
Reference [25]. i
] ,
Incorporation of the Conditions for Finite Trailing Edge
-i Pressure Gradients into the Eppler Desl&n Method
;! E_- As developed previously, the conditton on th_ transfor,tion function
] 987009509B-064
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which results in a finite complex pressure gradient at the trailing edge of an
airfoil is given by equation (3-27). In order to incorporate this result into
the design method of Eppler, the representation of the derivative of the
transformation function, provided by equation (3-35), is differentiated to
. .
yield
:! ®
_ Cam+ibm)_TM
-I . 1  ibm)} .::. ,- -e - (i- ,,,(am
( mO .. ;
(3-97)
'; which, when evaluated at the trailing edge, _ = I, becomes
i
!
l (am+ibm) ..
m=O
.. (3-98)
I ZT " e
! Differentiating equation (3-97) yields _ _
I •
ib m .
: l (am ;ii ;
' m=O " -(m+l
i = e _ ¢2 _ m(am ibm ,. i, .,,, { 2 2 + ) )m"O • : ; :
t
'1 i| - .' i
+ (l -_) ). m(m+l) (a + ibm) {-(m+2) ...
! m-O m :l
' i
1 " ibm) {-(re+l) ]2 ' "+ [! .T) [ l re(am+ } C3-99) ,
mmO
For this expression to be evaluated at the trailing edge, It is necessary that
, !
i
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the last two terms drop out as occurs if the summation present in each term is
finite, Noting that the am's and bm's can be considered as the coefficients
of the Fourier series representing P(¢), equation (3-41), and, considering the
theorems concerning the differentiation and convergence of such a series,
Reference [28] for example, it is found that the summations wttk be finite if
P'(_) is continuous at the trailing edge. Thus, t_ is required that
P'(O) = P'(2w) (3-100)
if this is the case, then equation (3-99) becomes
[ = , + Ibm)ta m
m=o
=_'"- • i- 2- 2 _ incam+ Ibm)) (3-_0_) ,
m=O
[
.| Substitution of equations (3-98) and (3-101) into the condition for finite
trailing edge pressure gradients, equation (3-27), yields i
ZT''' . .
r _--2- 2 _ .- 21 _ mb--3-itan_ (3-102)! ZT m m 'm-O m-O
i
J
"_' To further resotve this expression, the series representations of P($) and i
r
Q(,)), given by equations (3-41) and (3-45), are differentiated to obtain !
_r
a= t
P'(_) " m=O_- nan sin n_ + robs cos mS (3-103) !
;,I r
, Q'($) " _ - m cos mS " mb sin I$ (3-104)
_ nl=O oil m
T
t
_ _ _ ,.................. [ Ill ] t
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which, when eval_lated at the trailing edge, become
P'(O) = _ mb (3-105)
mm0 m
ol
Q'(0)- _ mam (3-106)
m=O
Using rhese results, equation (3-102) yields the conditions that
!
r'(O) - _- can a (3-!07)
l (3-L08) lQ'(O) - - _
=
i
which must be satisfied in order for a airfoil to have finite trailing edge ', -
, _ _
• ,,
I :
pressure gradients, i
T
In order to consider equation ('_-107) further, the exvression for P(_) of
equation (3-58) is differentiated and evaluated at the trailing edge yielding _,
_ .'(u) (3-to9) '-r'(0) = tan aI w 0)
0
_- In asking the transition from v($) to V(x), It Is found that the velocity
r
distribution on the airfoil, V(x), has an infinite slope at the trailing edge
. unless w'(O) - O. Because of this, it already 8 requirement in the method t
i
I that w'(O) -0 and, consequently, equation (3-109) becomes
, ½i P'(O) = tan mI (3-110) _ _ '
w,
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Equating this result with equation (3-107), it Ls found that the condition
Lmposed on P'(O_ is satisfied when
a = a I (]-III)
Thus, the complex trailing edge pressure g_adient on an airfoil can orly be
finite when the airfoil is operating at an angle of attack corresponding to
that specified in the design process for the first arc smgn_.nc.
To satisfy the second condition required for bounded trsillng edge
pressure gradients, equation 13-10B), the integral expression for Q(@),
equation (3-45), is differentiated and calculated at the trailing edge giving
2w
. !Q'c0) Pet)c. 2 d,0
: i
i Substituting this result into equation (3-108) introduces an additional
i
integral constraint which is $iven by t
!
f P(,) csc2 _ d* o - 2w (30113) ,} ° ,
I In addition to the conditions of equations (3-III) and (3-I13), ,
examination of equation (3-22) reveals that in order for t T to be finite, the
i fourth derivative of the transformation evaluated the stir,
at trailing edge, t
must also be finite. Evoking tim urea arguments used for insuring the
iv wIXl be bounded provided that P"finiteness Of ST''', it is fmsnd that IT (_)
E is continuous at the trailin; edle. To insure this, consider the result of
differentiating equation (3-_) twice, |iv | i
IHI IIIII __ t t , +J'u - --" _ ............ _ - __2 ..........
.......................... _,,.+.
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1 2 w" (#) + (3-114)
_ _ [w'(_)12
I¢)i-l (¢) (;)i ; I-I,2,3,...,I)_ o
Because w'(O) = w'(2.) - O, it is evident that the continuity of P"(O) at the
trailing edge requires ""
- o
w"(O.____)=w"(2_) (3-I15) "" i
w(O) w(2w)
After performing the necessary Inipulation•, nanking use of equation (3-55),
l
it is found that this condition can be written more specifically a• .. '
i
KH _'
wl + 1.125 ( ) ";
I + l + (l-l)cos *w I - co• *s
m
!I; ,
. u K + l.lZ5 ( ,) (3-IIO) 1
I + K"+ (I-K')cos I - cos • , )
1
It should be noted that satisfying this condition also guarantees that the ZI :last tvo terms in equation (3-99) drop out.
As presented thus far. the development has shown that an airfoil ah/ch "T
1
satisfies equations (3-111), 13-113). and (3-1!b) viii have finite trailing "_ 1 i
wO
edge pressure gradients; however, in order to incorporate these conditions
into the design process it remains to evaluate the Integral constraint, given i
by equation (3-II3_. in tar. of the appropr$gte design p.r.meters. To be|,n, ] ,
although the /nte_rand of equation (3-113) $,. singular, the Integral can be ]
shown to exist in the Csuchy Principal Value Nnse by dift_renttattng the i !
,, -
- i .......... .. __-. _ ...... _. ;.. _ _ . _u... _....4b _4 .._.,._ .:_,,. _ ........
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! exrcession for _(._), equation (3-45), to obtain
i
1 Q'(¢) _-_ / P(¢) csc 2 ( ) d, (3-117)
i. 0
:. *nd, integrating oy parts, yields
1 P(2_) ctn (_ - +_-_-P(O) ctn (-' Q' (*) " - 2-_,
I
+ / P' (05) ctn dO (3-1 18)
1 o
)
i ,
.I Because the required continuity of P($) gives P(0) = P(2_), the leading terms
l
_i._ t of this expression cancel leaving i
t
' (_77Q'(¢) " _-_ J" e'(*) ctn dO (3-119)
* 0}
I and the fou :h ntegral constraint then becomes it :.
"! I . 21
[ Q'(O) - _-_ / P'(¢) ctn d* - - (3-120)
¢
After renaming the variable of Integration, this result ts used to define 14 L
I
88 ,
f' •: !
2w _ I
- 14 - 2 / P'(¢) ctn _ d¢- - 2t (3-t21) i[ o ,1
!- • !, No% diEferentiatlng equation (3-58) -ires t
t
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I _ _ w'(¢)
P'(¢) = - _- tan [, - =i) _-_-_) (3-t22)
(_t-I _ * < _i ; i=l,2,3,...,tp)
Substituting this expression into equation (3-121) ultimately yields a result ""
" which is denoted as
!
= + I = - 2_ (3-123)
14 la b .,
i
: ,_
• _ where --
= - i p f tan - ai) ctn- de (3-:24) , --"
Ia i=l ¢i-I "'
: [*I-I ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢i ; i=1,2,3,...,Ip) ,
" * _ t |
: and -.l !
} ,
2_ w'(¢) _ "-5{ Ib - -2 / _ ctn de (3-125) ,:i o ..
'E
The analytical evaluation of I a is now undertaken, beginning with
oi
consideration of the indefinite Integral }!
, Ia[ " f tan (2_- cl t1 ctn _2 de (:)-126) -
"1
./
• t
for which, after some manipulation, it is found that
L
Yl
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¢
sin T
lal = ¢ - 2 tana in I I (3-127)
,: i cos(_- at)
[
Using this expression in equation (3-124) gives
I ¢i
p sin -_
I = _ {- ¢ + 2tana. In I 2 II } (3-128)
a i= I l cos(__ ai ) _bi_ 1
• i
• '- which becomes
; _ '7- I
[P ¢i *i , II = {-¢ + *i-I + 2tanai [lnlsin "_"-I - lnlsin @ J
., ,_ a i= l i
i-
- 2tanai [inlcos (__ ai)l - inlcos (%-I
• % ,2 ailll} (3-12,)
• [" Performing the indicated summation wlth _0 = c and 01 = 2_ yields, ii P
- 0i ¢
'' ! Ia = 2tanal [lnlsin "_"-I - raisin "_l]
•_ ,. - 2tana I [:tnlcos (_---- at) - lnlcos(-at)II I
q ,
- z,,+ :',:ana: [1.1sin("- _) - :nlsi. I]
P
,| - 2tanaI [Inlcos(_ - aI )1 - l.lcos ( - a_ )I
' U P P P
'i L t ¢t
+ [P {2tanal [Inlsinrl - lnlsln_:!IJ
1
C ,
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Extracting the singutar terms In the above expression and combining them as
SIa gives ,.
_m
Sta= - 2tuna1raisin_1+2tan_t lnlsinI" - {11 C3-13=) ..
P
i
BecauseIsin(. -_)l = Isin _l, the singutar termscanbeeliminated by °=
w_
requiring that
a t = at (3-132) ,_ i
The expression for t a that remains is then simplified by incorporating _ '
'_ additional terms under the summation such that "'
;i
Ia = - 2. + {2tanai[tnlstn _"1 - lnlc°s (_'- at)l] _._ _i ;i=l '_ • '
! + 2tanai+ | [lnlcos (2_-_t - at+l) I - tnlsln_-I (3-133) .. + ;
+ +
i • |
To begin the evaluation of t b, equation (3-L25), recall that w'(+)/w($) "+| ++
+
variesin . p<e+ewlsefa.hlonwith+. usi.+the formof+,uatIon<3-++)to !!
+I
describe w(+), and comparing that with equation (3-55), tt is found that, on
the upper ,urface, _i
t
cos+ - cos, w
Ww(+) - I + K ( I + _O_'ww ') (3-134)
U
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cos¢- cos¢s
Ws(_)= t - m( i-_o_ ) (3-135)
!_ _
while, on the lower surface,
I cost - cos _w
_,(_) = _+_ ( -- ) (3-136)
I + cos _w
i
i _ cost- cos_s,! w (_) = I - m ( (3-137)
S 1 -- COS _'S '
I- With regard to the earlier discussion concerning the piecewise treatment given
[ to the function described by equation (3-55), Ib is evaluated over thei
plecewtse segments defined as follows:
i"
J
w'(_) Ww'(_) Ws'(_)
• w(_) " - u _+ 1_1W (_) 0 < _ _ _s (3-138)
1
w'(,) ww'(,)
w(,_) - - la_ _s < t ( _w (3-13q)
w'(_) = o <_ww(_) (3-140)
'_ _ '(,)" -- _ _ < (3-141)
w(_) _)
I
< _ < 2w (3-142)
_) -u--+z. s _s
_(_) Ws($)
I! ,
;
.11_ t
_
I!
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Thus, for the mosr general case, the indefinite integral is given by
Ib = Ibl + Ib2 (3-143)
where
W '(¢)
Ibi = 2u f W (¢) ctn d¢ (3-144) _.
w
and _,
w '(_)
Ib2 = - 2 KH f W (¢) ctn d¢ (3-145)
S
!
In the following evaluation of Ib, only the notation for the upper .. ;
surface will be used; however, the results are valld for the lower surface as
well, if the upper surface quantities are replaced by their appropriate lower ..
surface counterparts. In order to evaluate Ibl, let -" ,
• f
t
• i
_t
K " i
g = I + cos_bw (3-t46)
f = I - g cos _bw (3-147)
l '
so that "" • ;
I
Ww(_) = f + g cos_ (3-148) |
Thus, the integral becomes _ ! i
•t t
Ibl - 2u ]" (f g sln_ I _ _= + g cos@ j ctn d$ (3-149) _.J
I
"! !
"'1
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After some manipulation, It ts found that
i
I tbl- - 2_++ .F (#,f,g) (3-150)
where
F - - 2<i,+-f) lnlCg-f)'+''+ + Cg2 - f2)I/2
(g2 - f2)1/2 (g_f)tan +_ (g2 _ f2)t/2 1 g2 > f2 (3-L51)
. - +(t-f) -1 (f-g)tan + f2 2 ,
! F - Cf2_ g2)1/2 tan [Cf,_ - g2)L/2] > g (3-152) i
In order to evaluate Ib2, let
f"
I 4m (3-153)
NI = I - cos *s
a = I - /m (3-154) i
1
_ b = 1 + /m (3-155) :
t .
so that
[- ,: ti
• Ws(,)- [a + s I (l- coo+)][b- s I (1- cos,)] (3-is6) ,I'
i and
r
I
J
(3-157)
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The expression for Ib2 may then be written as s
i -.
: = I + (3-158)
Ib2 b2a Ib2b
I
_ where ' ;i
= sin $
' Ib2a - 2KH HI f [a + NI(I - cos_)] ctn _2 de (3-159)
I
, sin $
-b2b = 2KH NIf [b - NI(I - cos_)] ctn 2_ d_ (3-160)
l
After performing the integration indicated in equation (3-159), lb2 a becomes ;
' i
1/2 ..
a + 2NI I/2 -I a + 2NIl tan _]
Ib2a = 2KH_- 4KH ( a ) tan [( a -- (3-161) .._ ".', "4
a
' i•I ,.
d
Evaluation of the expression for Ib2b, equation (3-160), after some ..:
!
manipulation, gives ""
Ib2b = 2KH_ + 4KH KF(_b,NI, b) (3-162) "_! !
where !
(2.,- b) _, (b- 2.,)tan_ , _! i
1_ - 2(2bN I - b2) l/2 In I(2NI - b)tan {- (2Nlb- b2)1/21 b < 2Nl U
(3-164)
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- Combining equations (3-150), (3-158), (3-161), and (3-162) into the
expression for Ib, equation (3-143), yields
1
i' I b = - 2U* + U F(,,f,g) + 4KH0 + 4KH KF(,,NI,b)
!
1
a + 2N 1 1/2 -I a + 2N 1 1/2
- 4KH ( a ) tan [( a ) tan _] (3-165)I 'I
i, Using this result, Ib can he evaluated at the appropriate integration limits
for the given Intervals so that
t
1
i. a + 2N1)1/2 -1 a + 2N 1 !/2 _sIb " % *s - % ( a tan [( a ) tan rl
it
t - U F (iw, 7, ?) - 4" _ + 8" & - 4 KH _s - 4 KH _(is, N|, b)
:, ,{
a + 2N1 1/2 -1 a + 2N1 1/2 i s
I. +% ( a ) tan[(a ) tanr] (3-_66>
I
_ This result, combined with that obtained for Ia, equation (3-133), provides an .
t
r- analytical representation of the Integral constraint, I4, which must be ti. i
satisfied in order t,) Insure that the trailing edge pressure gradients of an
I airfoil are bounded.
At this point, there are four Integral constraints and Ip matchingIi
conditions which must be solved for $t,le' KH' KH' and the Ip unknown _i
! constants, the vl's. Thus, In order to satisfy a fourth constraint, an i ;
t
additional parameter must be relaxed. Because for most applications of I v
1
n
A /
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tnterest, the specification of the upper surface velocity distribution is of
greater consequence than the specification of the lower, both _, and K, which
control the shape of the lower surface recovery, are candidates; however, as
freeing u results in a more direct method of solution, tt is chosen as the
additional parameter to relax.
At this point, it is necessary to isolate _i,le for solution in the
expression for I a, equation (3-133). To facilitate this, the terms not
containing _t,le are combined in a parameter, KIa, such that I a becomes
Ia " - 2_ + KIa + 2tan =le llnlsin 2 - lnlc°s( - "le )l]
I
- 2tan ale+l[lnlsin _, - In,cosI_- 11] (3-157)ale+ 1 +•
where Kia is given by "'
i
. i
le-I _i _i
Kta " _ 12tan _+tlnlsin TI - lnl+o. C_- - _i)l]i=t +
; +
• +
+i
+ 2tan .i+l[lnlcos (_- =i+i) l - lnlsin rll} .,
+
Ip-I +i +i
+ I {2tan .i[tnlsin rl - tnlco.Cr - -i)l] "
i=le+l + ;
I
+,,.o°,+,t..,oo.4- °,+,1.-,o..,o ';
Similarly, the expression for Ib, equation (3-165), is rewritten to Isolate ; !
the unknowns gH, _(H' and _ for solution. Thue,
t
.1i
, !
,gJ
4_--_..0.._ a_gp din. ,_ _,,._ e.. ..*& _
- ................... _._.._.._. Immmmemmq_llrmm .............. 7 ..... . --_.-., ....................
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where the constant terms are:
"r a + 2N! 1/2 __[ a + 2N! [/2 -1 Cs
eI - 4%- 4 i a ) tan [( a ) tan _-] + %(*s,Nl,b)
t
(3-170)
a + 2NI I/2 -I a + 2H1 1/2 "_s
_2" 8. - 4is 4( ,) tan [( . 1 t,.,,_]i a i
.. - 4KF('_s,N'I, b) (3-171)
c3 - 2i w - 7 (_'w' 7, g) - 4, (3-172) ,!
! t
i 1 •
-! Kib- - 2.* w + u F (*w' f' g) (3-173) ' :
iI,
Uslng equations (3-123), (._-.167), and (3-169), 14 can be expressed as!
I" 14 " Nc! + _c2 + "_ c3 + J4 " 0 (3-174) ;
'" i . tn which J4 Xs defined, ,tstng the notation of equation (3-65), as ;lJ !
t
J4 " ad + bd ln(le,le) + cd ln(le,le+I) + ejlnJaSn J (3-175) 1
!
i
where the coefficients 8re given by
aj - lla + lib (3-176) ,
i
,i i
E ,
-- Yd__. _m_ .............. ;.._.7.. -- - -- - ....
qmmm_mmmmn_ _
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bj = - 2 tan ale (3-177)
cj " 2 Can ale+l (3-178)
t
ej _ 2 (tan _le - tan ale +1 ) (3-179)
A_. this point, the integral constraint required for finite pressure
gradient_ _ the trailing edge has been written with the unknowns isolated
d ,
appropriately for solution. It remains to rewrite the previously given
B*
constraint equations of the £ppl_r lethod to include "_ as an unknown
parameter. To aid in this. the quantity Wvclp is defined by
4
2w
Wwc I = f_ In W--w(,)cos* d* (3-180) :
P A
and the equation resulting from the first closure constraint, equation (3-67),
is vritten as
• r
. n (3-181) ,,x.vcl+_.ez +u _:z +Jc -
P P
vhere Jc is defined as before, equations (3-69)-(3-73), except that the : t
expression given for ac, equation (3-70), no longer Includes the term !
• 0
involving _. Similarly, the equatLo,_ resulting froa the second closure i
constraint, equation (3-76), tmcoaes
i
r
6 _
x_"s, E."sZ  "_".,z + as" 0 (3-182_ _ :
p p 1
i
.l i
,, ...................... _ almb..Imm...--._
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where
Wws I " j_ In Ww(_) sln@ d_ (3-183)
P Sw
and the u term is no longer included In the expression for as, equation
(3-78), which is u_S in defining Js' equatlon (3-77). Finally, equation
(3-82). obtained using the matching condition at the trailing edge, is
rewritten as
-K_ZnW(O)+_Zn_(Z,)-_Zn_,_Z_)+Jt-O (3-184)
i
and, as before, the u term is eliminated from the definition of at, equation
f -
I (3-84), used In the expression for Jr, equation (3-82).
Equations (3-174), (3-181), (3-182), and (3-184) can be used to eolve the
. four unspecified parameters of the design problem. In matrix notation, this
i system of equations is represented by i
I w:l '
• P P __ ,
i Wws! Js 'Wsl WSX_2") " _2" " 0 i
"InWs(O) InWs -InWv ) J_ i
l cI c_ c3 J. !_.I,_, l
I- (3-185) ,
Expending th/s system results in a transcendental equation for $1,1e uhLch le
I the for..
• + b ln(le,le) + c ln(le,le_':) + d$1.le *
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t I
T
 eInlsin _I = 0 (3-180) "
As in the unmodlfled scheme, thls equation ts solved by Regula fatst, after
which, Jc' Js' and Jt are calculated and KR, KH, and U obtained by back _.
:, substitution. At this point, it is still necessary Co s_t'.sfy equation o.
(3-116) In order for the resulting airfoil to have a finite complex trailing
edge pressure gradient. In order to achieve this, the computational proced.re
allows the designer to choose one of severe1 possible iteration sche_s which
me
relies one of the parameters, K, K', u, or "_s' until the condition of equation
.: (3-116) Is set.
q_
i Calculation of Tratlln K Edge Pressure Gredlents In the Modified Ep:)ler _.ethod -- ,
t
Once 4,1 airfoil has been d igned having bounded trailing edge pressure "J _'
! ;
gradients, it is of interest to know the _alues of those gra,ltents. As zT" is .,,
.e
obtained l_ ...,_..,.-etLonwith the de:llin process from equation (3-98), then, In i
reference -_ _.,_.,, :ion (3-28), the calculation of ILr further requires ..
that zTtv be determined, k_lle zTiV is ude finite by requi,'tnl[ c_ntlnuic'r of ,- ;
P'(_) at the trailing edge, the actual calculation of the value of zTiV by .'* -
further differentieglng the series representations of P(_) and Q(4), in • .I ie#
manner siaLler to that used in obtaining _r'", t_uld necessitate c;let P'(,))
be continuous everyvhere end that P"(_) be piecewise continuous. As this _[ i
uould place severe restrictions on the velocity dtstrtbu.*./ons allovabte simply ? ,to facilzCete the calculation of ILT, an alternative mthod vas develol_d to i
epproxlmte the value of tTiv. The scheu employed centers on expandin| the t :
trar.storsst/on, s(C), tn a Taylor serte_ about the tretlin| edp to obta/n "6 ,
i '1
I "
J J
11
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t
t (fi__T)2 ! , )3z(C) = zT + ZT'(C-C T) + _._ ZT" + _ ZT "(_-_T
i"
]
I ZTiV )4
_' + _., (_-_r + ... (3-187)
.I
In which, as determined previously,
__ i" zT' = 0 (3-188)
-i- _T ffi 1 (3-189)
[
and, as just noted, zT" Is given by equation (3-98). In addition, because the
I. airfoil satisfies the conditions for a finite complex trailing edge pressure
_,_ _. gradient, the value of ZT" can be used In equation (3-27)to solve
L $
for ZT'' . By substituting _,coordinate from near the trailing edge on the
i
_ [_ alrfoil sad the correspondlng coordinate on the unlt circle into equationiv
f (3-I87), is possible to approximate zT using the Taylor series
¢
I reoresentation truncated to fourth-order terms.I
In 2ctual applications, by comparison with exact values obtained using
I airfoils from the von Mlses family, it was found that the most reliable values
iv
1 of zT from the approximate method were obtained when the upper surface
coordinate nearest the trailing edge was subs'ituted into the truncated series
Ii and this result averaged with one obtained using a similar point on the lower
surface. A value of RT resulting from a zTiv obtained in this manner,
t.i' however, must be viewed with some caution. The pr,'_ary difficulty is that the
calculation is very seusitive to the detailed geometry of the trailing edge i
l :
region. For example, while it might be expected that the shape of the i
|
-- • 2 I II _ JKJLIL-L- I II [ I J
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tra[llng edge should not be eltered significantly by increasing the number of
points used to generate the alr[oil, it can happen that when the resolution is
improved by increasing the number of points, what appeared to be a reasonable
trailing edge shape is actually overlapped. While this geometrical alteration
might be so s'ight that it is not evident in plotted results, the influence on
RT is very significant. Although better accuracy can be achieved by greatly
increasing the number of points used to generate an airfoil, this is entirely
un-cessary with regard to the basic design problem. Thus, in light of the
J
, , |
large number of computer runs dictated by the iterative nature of design, and
because the need for higher accuracy has yet to be established, the
maintenance of low-cost and minimal run time were considered more important
!
than obtaining _r to higher accuracy.
Finally, it should be noted that once the non-dimenslonal values of the !
trailing edge pressure gradients have been determined, they are resolved into
components and denoted as CpST and CpNT in the output from the modified design
code. The streamline flowing from the trailing edge is considered to be
directed along the bisector of the trailing edge closure angle and CpST is the
• -a i
non-dimensional pressure gradient with respect to that direction. The ?! ;
non-dimensional pressure gradient normal to the trailing edge streamline is •" ;
i
o?
given by _NT" _ i!
!
I
Influence of the Conditions for Finite Trailing Edge Pressure i
Gradients on Airfoils Designed Usin_ the Eppler Method !
J
In order to better understand the impact of the finite complex trailing ;I i
edge pressure gradient conditions on the design of airfoils using the Eppler
and Somers code [25], it is instructive _o comparp results obtained using the ,;
original code with examples generated using a version of the code which
!
ft ,L
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!incorporates the additional constraints. The airfoils to be considered in
this comparison are only to aid in the understanding of the influence of the
additional conditions on the designs generated by the code and are not
necessarily intended as viable design possibilJtles.The airfoil and velocity distribution shown in Figure 25 were obtained
- using the unmodified Eppler and Somers code. In this extreme case, none of
the iteration schemes for achieving a particular trailing edge angle are
implemented and the trailing edge geometry resulting from the specified input
P
produces very steep velocity gradients in the trailing edge region, as well as
.. a very low trailing edge velocity ratio. Using the same input design
I parameters in the modified version of the code, the value of _ is determinedr
by the method such that the integral constraint required for finite trailing
edge pressure gradients, equation (3-113), is satisfied. As seen in Figure
,i
26, imposing this constraint causes the flow in the recovery region and in the
vicinity of the trailing edge to be modified considerably. In particular,
note that the extent of the steepened gradients due to the closurecontribution has been lessened and that the trailing edge velocity ratio
I increased significantly. This airfoil does not satisfy all of the conditions t
for finite trailing pressure gradients, however, in that the requirement of
,equation (3-116) has not been met. Next, the unmodified code is used with the iI
same input as before, except now the value of K is iterated to achieve Ks - KH +!
_' +--KH" 0. The results of this case are shown in Figure 27. Clearly the final I
I
_ iterated value of K has produced an airfoil very dissimilar to that obtained ![!
,s_ng the value initially specified. Last in this series of comparisons, _ i
IF Figure 28 presents the airfoil obtained by iterating the value of K from that
used for the design of Figure 26 in order to satisfy equation (3-116). The
1
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global influence, in particular the reduction in aft loading, which results
from imposing the conditions for finite trailing edge pressure gradients
should be noted.
It must be emphasized that the class of airfoils having finite trailing
edge pressure gradients is a subset of the family of airfoils deslgnable using
the Eppler code. Thus, the utl]ity of the modified method is to facilitate -
the determination of the appropriate parameters which allow the conditions for
finite trailing edge pressure gradients to be satisfied. If after these
values have been found they are input into the unmodified code, then the
resulting airfoil would be the same as that generated by the modified scheme.
As the airfoils considered in the preceding examples are somewhat
!
extreme, Figures 29 and 30 provide a comparison of designs which are more "'
reasonable. The airfoil shown in Figure 29 is obtained using the unaltered ""
_Q
code while that of Figure 30 is a result of the modified version. As before,
the reduction in aft loading and the increase in trailing edge velocity ratio !
,.
occurring in the case of the airfoil generated with the additional constraints
"" i
in force should be noted. ., ; i
!
Further appreciation of the behavior ot the modified code is obtained by _I ' wi
comparing the differences In the manner that the modified an_ unmodified codes ""
are used to design symmetrical airfoils. A symmetrical profile using the _ i
original Eppler and Somers code is obtained by setting corresponding upper and I
R_
lower surface design parameters equal to one another. If iteration to a _
particular trailing edge closure angle is desired, a mode is chosen in which !
the selected upper and lower surface interattng parameters are incremented in _J
a manner that_maintains the equality. Because the modified code solves for _1
the value of . that allows the additional Integral constraint to bc ;atlsfied, i
. . j _.
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_3
it_ value cannot be specified equal to _. A symmetrial airfoil will result,
v_.,=r correspo_Iding upper and lower surface inputs are set
I equ_l, and the iteration mode selected to satisfy equation ((3-[16) iterates
on u. Fulfilling the requirement that w"(O) --w"(2_) in this way forces B to
I -be equal to u. As demonstrated, for example, by the result shown in Figure
I_ 3l, this procedure yields a symmetrical airfoil having finite trailing edge
pressure gradients.
1
j _
........................................... ,. - - Jill I
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CHAPTER IV
DESIGN EXAH_LES AND APPL .ATIONS
To explore the characteristics and capabilities of the modified version
of the Eppler code, the usage of which is described tn Appendix C, the
J,•
velocity distributions of several airfoils appearing in the llterature were
adjusted as necessary and used to generate comparative airfoils having finite .
trailing edge pressure gradients. The first airfoil to be considered in this _*
manner is She design of Strand presented in Reference [34]. The inverse ";
method developed by Strand, used to generate this airfoil, is a development of
Arlinger's procedure [10] which, in turn, grew out of that of Lighthiil [9].
In the formulation of this procedure, the constraints imposed by the inverse o.
problem on the velocity di_tributlon are satisfied by making adjustments to ., I
the portion of th" desireu velocity distribution which occurs on the lower ,_ I
"I !
surface of the airfoil. The differences between the desired distrlbution and ""
that achieved are minimized by making the required adjustments as small, in
,i
least-squares sense, as possible. The design point potential flow velocity !
distribution for this airfoil, shown in Figure 32, is calculated using the ie ¢
coordinates given by Strand [34] in the panel-method analysis procedure of the .. :
f
Eppler and Soe_,rs code [25]. At this angle of attack, the velocity :!
distribution is intended to have a constant velocity rooftop followed by the ,_
appropriate Stratford recovery. 'the non-smooth appearance of the points on
this calculated velocity distribution is largely a result of having an _
insufficient number of coordinates to describe the airfoil. Also shown in
Figure 32 are the airfoil and velocity distribution obtained when the airfoil
1987009509B-089
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is modified to have ftnite trailing edge pressure gradients. The two
d_stributions are seen to _ very similar except near the trailing edge. In
fact, ft was found that these o_fferences could _ largely eliminated by
splining in additional coordinates. A comparison of the original Strand
airfoil with the modified one is not presented as the geometrical differences
between them are almost imperceptible. In comparing the analysis results for
the two airfoils at the design angle of attack and Reynolds number of 3xlO6, a
llft coefficient of 1.32 is calculated for both airfoils. With natural
transition determined by the program, the llft-to-drag ratio of the original
airfoil at the design point is found to be 197, while that of the modified
: profile is slightly better at 207.
_ Another example of a airfoil redesigned _ch that the trailing edge
pressure gradients are bounded is that shown in Figure 33. The parent airfoil i
in this case is one developed by _e_ck and given the designation LI004 in
Reference [12]. It is intended that this airfoil have a fully turbulent
rooftop at the design Reynolds number of 3x106. Although details of the
, !
: velocity distribution and airfoil coordinates are unavailable, points taken
! f from the velocity distribution presented in Reference [12] are noted in Figure
1 33 for comparison with the distribution obtained for the modified version !
having finite trailing edge pressure gradients. While the design lift
I i
coefficients of 1.31, as calculated using the code of Eppler and Sosers [25], I
I is slightly less than the value given of 1.35 given for the LI004 by Liebeck i
[12], the calculated lift-to-drag ratio of 184 for the modified airfoil is a •
l "slight improvement over the value of 181 for the LI004. i
LI Another example, from the sam family as the preceding airfoil, is the i :
Liebeck LI003, designed to have a fully laminar rooftop at a Reynolds number _
C
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of 2x106. As evident in Figure 34, the redesigned velocity distribution is
close to that plotted In Reference [12]. In this case, however, eve,lafter
fixing transition at the appropriate location, the Eppler and Somers analysis
indicates that the entire recovery region is separated. As noted by Llebeck
[34], obtaining an unseparated recovery for this section is extremely
dependent upon having particular flow conditions at the beginning of the
pressure rise. Thus, it is likely that the separation problems result because
of small differences in the flow conditions between the two airfoils at the
Initiation of recovery.
In addition to resulting in abrupt stalling behavior, the use of a
Stratford pressure recovery for practical airfoils is often criticized in
that, with regard Co the normal flowfield variations that occur in realistic
applications, the attainment of the precise flow conditions required at the
beginning of the pressure rise cannot be assured. Consequently, the ,
consideration of designs incorporating Stratford distributions is often of an _ ,
academic nature, as is the case of studies directed toward exploring ultimate
possibilities in airfoil performance. Thus, an exaaple of a more practical
candidate for adaptation to an airfoil having finite trailing edge pressure
gradients is provided by the well-proven and documented Wortmann FX 67-K-L50, !
Reference [36]. The actual airfoil considered here, shown in Figure 35, is !
i
defined by the aerodynamically smoothed coordinates given by Somers [37]. !
i
Although this section is optimized for use with flaps, only the configuration ,
i
having a neutral flap setting will be treated. The lack of steep gradients I
near the trailing edge in the velocity distribution examples considered up to T
now has peraitted the conditions for a finite complex trailing edge pressure
gradient to be applied to the existing designs with only minor alterations
!
:l
] 987009509B-09]
necessary. Hence, the goal has been to obtain an airfoil with bounded
trailing edge pressure gradients that has a velocity distribution as close as
i possible to that of the parent section. The Wortmann section, however, is
unlike those already considered in that, due to the significant differential
!
i between velocities on the upper and lower surfaces near the trailing edge, a
t
[ steep adverse pressure gradient is present over the aft portion of the
1 velocity distribution. Consequently, the concern In this case is to obtain an
airfoil with finite trailing edge pressure gradients which, although having a
. somewhat altered velocity distribution, embodies the same design philosophy
i and achieves comparable performance. With this In mind, consider the result
}
shown tn Figure 37 and note that the use of the modified code has changed the
velocity distribution such that the upper surface aft loading present on the
Wortmann section, causing the steep adverse pressure gradient near the
trailing edge, has been eliminated. It should be pointed out that there is a
drag penalty associated with _he steep lower surface favorable pressure
gradient that is a result of the closure contribution on the newly designed
b
airfoil. Whtle it was found that the drag could be reduced co.siderably by
I beginning the lower surface closure contribution sooner, and thereby lessen
the gradient, the dtstrlbution shown was retained as it is more like that of
i the Wortmann section. In addition, in order to contrul separation problems
that were introduced by the velocity distribution changes at the trailing
I edge, some modifications were made to the shape of the upper surface recovery
i distribution. Although the elisination of the upper surface aft loading
results in a loss of lift as calculated by potential flow methods, thls is
[ more than offset by the increased value of VTE/U which allows the lower
surfer, to carry a greater amount of aft loading. A comparison of the overall
- '" V
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aerodynamic performance of the two airfoils is provided by the viscous
analysis results obtained using the Eppler and Somers code and presented In
Figures 36 and 38. The finite trailing edge pressure gradients airfoil has -.
been designed such that the maximum llft-to-drag ratio occurs near the design
angle of attack dictated by equation (3-III). Both airfoils exhibit best
llft-to-drag ratios at a llft coefficient near unity. A more detailed
o .
comparison reveals that the drag pol_rs of the new profile are roughly
equivalent to those of the original section over most of the usable 4 .
performance range; however, the performance of the section generated with the .,
modified code is extended considerably in the direction of higher llft ""
coefficients. '
While the imaginary part of the condition necessary for an airfoil to
have finite trailing edge pressure gradients can only be satisfied at d single
. .
angle of attack, as equation (3-27) reveals, the results of the Eppler and .;
Somers code viscous analysis of such airfoils indicates nothing particularly i!
special about the _erodynaatc characteristics at that angle of attack. This _'
fact, however, should be to some degree expected in that the analysis makes
use of conventional boundary layer theory in which normal pressure gradients
-?
Ithrough the Loundary layer, as well as all wake influenceb, _-e assumed to be !
unimportant. As has been discussed, this assumption breaks down tmar the O_
trailing edge where the Inviscld pressure grhdlents are generally unbounded. ._
It should be no surprise, then, that the results of a calculation based on _|
conventional boundary layer theory do not indicate any characteristics
attributable to the presence of finite trailln 8 edge pressure gradients.
Thus, a thorough evaluatlon of the effect of such factors on airfoil
#.Q
performance would require a fairly extensive investigation that makes use ,,fa _l
3
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theoretical model having a more detailed description of the flow in the
vicinity of the trailing edge. To demonstrate what such a model might
indicate, consider the application of the GRUMFOIL code [2ll to the two
airfoils just presented. The results of this _nalysis for the FX 67-K-L50 are
given in Figures 39-41, and those for the corresponding finite trailing edge
pressure gradient airfoil in Figures 42-44. The analysis of the latter
section was perfccmed at its design angle of attack and that of the Wortmann
at an angle of attack which resulted in the llft coefficients matching. The
Reynolds number used was 2xi0 6 and the Hath number was set to zero. The
aerodynami4 characteristics calculated using GKUMFOIL are somewhat different
from those obtained with the Eppler and So_ers code, In general, the lift
I coefficients calculated by GRUMFOIL are slightly greater than those of the
i Eppler and Somers code, while the drag coefficients, even though transition
predictions agree fairly yells are notably less.
I The fully viscous GRUMVOIL distributions for the two airfoils
pressure
ate given in Figure 39 and 42. In considering the viscous pressure
1
. distribution for the Wortmenn section, Figure 39, the pressure spike near the
I leading edge which is not present in the Eppler and $o_-rs potential flow
• results warrants explanation. Based on distributions obtained at lower angles '
of attack, it was concluded that the peak is due to a lack of smoothness in
one of the coordinates r_ther than from the angle of attack under i
i
consideration being too large. It has been found that only a very esall e
, inconslste.cy in the given coordinates can be responsible for such a result.
l -
In furtt_er considering the viscous pressure distribution of the _ortmann , i
i
design, it should be observed that the steep upper surface gradients near the
trslling edge present l: the potential flow results are largely eltmt" _ed by
i I-:
L,
-- I I__ III q IIIII I ...... ._-,_i_
I
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the smoothing action of viscous influences. As _een in Figure 42 for the
airfoil having finlte trailing edge pressure grzdients, on the other hand, the
invtscid calculations are little impacted by the inclusion of viscid-tnviscid
iterations.
Further differences in th_ trailing edge region flow behavior are well
demonstrated by comparing the boundary l,,yercharacteristics of the two
airfoils. In the case of the Wortmann profile, Figures 40 and 41 readily
demonstrate the singular behavior at the trailing edge of the displacement
thickness, form factor, and the equivalent surface source velocity. It should
be noted that these results conform very veil to those found experimentally,
such as in the work of Preston, et. el., [29J_[31J. In remarkabte contrast,
as seen in Figures 43 and 44, the slope discontinuities are eliminated for the
airfoil with bounded trailing edge pressure gradients. The ramifications of
these results are significant. In addition to any performance benefits ,_
i
arising from smooth flow off the airfoil and into the wake, the application of
the condition for finite trailing edge pressure gradients has produced a class
of airfoils for which the stroPg viscid-invi_¢Ld interactions, bey_ud that of
the displacement thickness, can be neglected. That is, ¢onve " "_al boundary
layer theory remains valid in the region of the trailing ec,,c ,;. -uch
airfoils end is sufficient for the prediction of their aer_/ .... _..
characteristics. Furthermore, as the influences OJe to vtsco.i,y ,_
minimised, the results calculated usin s potential flow design ,I,= ,_ ;howl/ ":
tB
be more reliable than those senerally obtained.
Because the imaginary part of the condition required for achtsvin I finite
.J
tralltn8 edle pressure iradlents can only be uttsfied at a sLnEle angle of z
"_
• [
attack, equation (3-27), Xt is of interest to axaatna the importance of this ., !
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• Limitation by considering the off-design boundary layer behavior as calculated
- using GRUMFOIL. First, however, it should be noted that becaus of
" differences tn the zero-tilt angle of attack prediction, it is likely that the
:orrespondence between the angles of attack calculated by the Eppler and
Somers code and those used in GRUMFOIL is not exact. Thus, In all
probability, the case already presented represents a slightly off-design
.- situation. In any e,.ent, to further consider the flowfield behavior off-
" design, Figures 45 to 47 summrize the GRUMFOIL output for the Wortnmnn based
ftnlte trailing edge pressure gradients airfoil at an angle of attack of • i
approximately four degrees less than the design value. From these results, it
)
is apparent that strong singular boundary layer characterlsrlcs at the
m trailing edge do not draaatlcally appear wLen the airfoil is operated at
conditions other than those of the design point. It is evident f-om Figure i
45, however, that the strea_tse change of _ressure along the wake centerline
in the vicinity of the trailing edge, and consequently its effect on the
inviscld flow, has increased over than seen In Figure 42. In addition,
although certainly not discontinuous, the slopes in the immediate vicinity of _
i
. the trailing edge on the boundary layer property distributions do appear )
4
_ slightly steeper than those present at the design angle of attack. _lthough ; :
"-4 addl_ional verification is warranted, on the bosls of these off-design _ ,'
" GRUMFOIL results, tt can be concluded that If any aerodynamxc benefits are _ {
i
! realized by the presence of finite trailing edge pressure gradients, then
t
these benefi*_ are not limited to the desi-n angle of attack but are present
i
to _om extent o__r an operational range of angles. Thus, tn addition t_
m
being of 4¢edemic interest, this ello_s airfoils designed with finite trailing
edge pressure gr_dlents to mrit consideration for practice1 application.
.-, • ,, , r _am. _ ,•6 ._
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CP_PTER V
CONCLUDII_ REMARKS
The potenr, la£ flow solation for any alrfotl having non-zero rraillng edge
loadinv, !s characterized by the presence _,f unbounded pressure gradients ac
"he crailtng edge• Although _n a real fluid the pressure gradlencs are
somewhat sofr.ened by viscous effects, those in the trailing edge region do
'_deed become extremely steep resu'-ting in, among ocher things, the slop_ of
the displacement Chick. _s distribution being dlsconr__._u_ _t rhe c:'ailir_g
edge. Considering the near c_itlcal nature of w4,y of the ve_oclty ,.
di,_tributions prescribed for maximum llft or mlniaum drag, the en.'ounter _._
such a disturbance could be sufficient co cause severe upstream se_a_aclon
problems. Thus, the goal of separaclon free flcw should benefit by the '"
:-.
removal of Chls disturbance Co allo--" the fluid on the slrfoi_ _o flow Into the t' ;
wak-. as smoothly as p(,sslble. Of additional conce':n in this regard, the
presence of strong adverse pressure _radiez_ts in the v_clnlty of the trailing _ ,
e(ge, as seen in many _xlaum performance design efforts, mmy result In -,
upstream separation problems. Thus, to help ensure that the high performa.ce ', ;
levels promised by potential flow mathodF ere realized in practice, a
|
tprocedure he_ been developed to deailln airfoils for which th_ trailing edge
_0
pressure grad_.nts are finite and the flows on the upper and lower surfaces
approach the trailing edge :tee of strong _Klverse pressure gradients. !
/
The ability to spaclflcally confi_;ure i:1'_ trailing _dge reglon of an _
:lrfoil to _chieve f_nite pressure gradients has been m_de possible by the ., '
unique capability of the Eppler method uht_ allo_s di_fersnt _g_nt_ of an
• : !
T'
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airfoil to be designed for different angles of attack. As the removal of the
I trailing edge pressure gradient singularities requires that no load be carried
I by the trailing edge, the method is able to adapt the aft portions of the
airfoil such that this no-load requirement is met. To some extent, the
I resulting can be thought as one in trailing edge region
airfoil of which the
behaves locally like a flat plate at zero angle of attack although, in the
I flat p'ate case. _:.e gradients are not only finite but zero. By eliminating
the ua_cunded trailing edge pressure gradients, It is possible to specify a
velocity distribution on an airfoil which pushes boundary layer performance to i
its critical limits as is the case, for example, in specifying a Stratford
recovery, or in choosing a distribution for which the trailing edge velocity
[ ,ratio Is maximized.
In the formulatlon of conventional boundary layer theory, normal pressure[ ,gradients through the boundary layer are Ignored and only the Influence of the .
displacement thickness on the inviscid results is considered, Thus, because 'I
of the unbounded pressure gradients that generally occur at the trailing edge
[ :in the potential flow soiution, conventional boundary layer theory is Invalid • !
in the vicinity of the trailing edge. In regard to this limitation, Melnik, .,
[ -:et. al. [331 demonstrated that the potential flow solution singularities give _ ,
[ ''rise to additional vlscid-invlscld interactions, each having an effect as 7
Important as that of the displacement thickness. Thus, by allowing for the ..
influences caused by the normal pressure gradients In the trailing edge
region, wake thickness, and wake curvature, Melnik and his coworkers developed
" I a self-conslstent boundary layer tt.eory able to account for the strong viscous
interactions due to the singularities in the inviscid flow solution. Although
I the formulation is distinctly different, the removal of the trailing edge
!
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singularities can he considered an alternative approach to the same problem.
In this light, airfoils having finite trailing edge pressure gradients
represe,_ta class for which the strong viscid-inviscid interactions in the
trailing edge region have been minimized. Consequently, conventional boundary
layer theory is sufficient for the viscous analysis of such airfoils.
Furthermore, because the corrections necessary to the inviscid solution due t_) ""
viscous effects are minimal, potential flow design methods are likely to yield
more reliable results than they otherwise would. _ i
.J
Considering the nature of the flow behavior in the region of the trailing
..
edge, airfoils designed to have finite trailing edge pressure gradients may be _,
ideally suited to aid in the development and calibration of improved
aerodynamic prediction methods for airfoils. For example, in the theoretical ""
formulation used in the GRUMFOIL code [33), the local trailing edge region is
modeled as unseparated flow over a flat plate at angle of attack. Thus, the
class of airfoils having bounded pressure gradients at the trailing edge are
much more consistent with this model than is generally the case. Such T"
airfoils should, therefore, provide useful development tools and calibration -.
cases. In a similar application, because the rapid growth of the displacement _ ,
m-R
thickness at the trailing edge that generally occurs leads to numerical !
divergence problems, the development of viscous analysis met,aods in which .:
*6
potential flow-boundary layer iteration is employed should benefit from the
z
well-behaved growtil in displacement thickness at the trailing edge on airfoils _i
having finite trailing edge pressure gradients. ;_
Finally, if imposing the requirement for finite trailing edge pressure
i
gradients does indeed minimize the viscous interactions and allow potential l i
flow predictlon_ to be more fully realized, then this situation clearly I
Li
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!I suggests that an improvement in airfoil performance is possible. In the
examples that were considered, the design effort was directed at _tching the
I characteristics of previously defined velocity distributions. Consequently,
it remains to explore the potential of exploiting the use of finite trailing
edge pressure gradients to enhance airfoil aer_ynamics. Encouragement that
gains _ght _ _3e, however, is provided by the results of the GRUMFOIL
analysis from which, for example, the employment of the finite trailing edge
pressure gradients condition yields an airfoil having a thinner dlsplace_nt
thickness and wake than otherwise occurs. If such performance benefits are
indeed found to exist then, as the GRUMFOIL results indicate that reasonable j
off-design capability is present, airfoils having finite trailing edge
pressure gradients _come candidates for practical application.
[
qi
[
!
!
!
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APPENDIX A
LIMITING COEFFICIENT VALUES OF THE GENERAL TRANSFORMATION
FOR MAPPING A CIRCLE TO bN AIRFOIL
Consider the general transformarlon which maps a circle centered at the
+ origin of the _-plane into an airfoil in the z-plane as given by
C
z =_+ _ __n (A-t) --
n=l _n
o
where cn = a n + Ib n. In this transformation, depicted in Figure 48, it is
+" i
assumed that I_I ) r and r ) I. G<ven that the origin of the z-plane lles I
within the profile, the area enclosed by the boundary of the airfoil is . , :b 4
I
I ½ 2'eA _ f R2d8 = f R2 a8= _ de (A-2) ,, :
c 0 !
- i
and, from the Cauchy-Riemann equations,
l
'i '
_8 r _R !
_-'_"= g a-r" (A-3) i
!
Substitution of equation (A-3) into (A-2) yields 71 1
f
2. _.w
r _R _ _ - R2d¢ -, ,A =_ f R_.r de - --_r{ f } :'!
o 0 _! !
r a 2, Yi '
- + _ ( f l-(rei*)l 2 dO} (A-4) +j
0 " +
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Noting that
.[
C
r I¢_ _¢ . v r
zLre J " re _ L ---_'T (A-5)
" nfl rne lt:_p
z(rel_) . re-l_ + _ n (A-O)
- n=I rne-inch
I" the Integral in equation (A-4) ylelds
2_ 2_ -- i
[i fO Iz(rei*)12 d, - fO z(rei¢) z(rei_b)d*
2_ .. ® c .. ® c
[:[ - _,,t,+_+"SoI,_.'-'+.>..,,.,>i_Ii-+_+jit.-,,++_. . ,,.,_,_,,"-"_n+J+ " <"'_ +"i. +i_,
An [ r/-n ;
Thus, equation (A-4) becomes
. ^ " Ic 2 = 2nlc 12
_r o _L +. v ' n' I _ .rrq_ v ' n' 1
11a'l r 11_ [ r "
which can be rearranged to give
I A 2 '_ nlcn12 +
;"-,,.+, _ <'-+> i
| ':
Since Che area of the airfoil cannot be negative, tt follows that i
i i
I
I
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2 ® nlCn12
r ) _ 2n (A-9)T _
n= [ r
As the expression is valid for all values of r between one and infinity, it
must hold for r equal to one. Thus,
i .Ic.l 2 = k n[an2 + b 2) ¢ I (A-IO)
n=I n=l n
)
An immediate consequence of thls result is that
Icll - (al 2 + b12) t/2 ¢ I (A-If)
To examine these results further, consider the case for which the
equality in equation (A-if) holds, i.e., when Icll is unity. Observe from ,) -,
equation (A-IO), that for this to be true all of the other transformation :"
coefficients must be zero. Thus, for this case, the transformation becomes
c I -,
z = _; +- (A-12)
I
k,
I Cll = 1. Writing the transformation coefficientwhere as
)
21y *_
cl=e ' I
w !
where 0 < y < 2w, the mapping function becomes , ! )
2i¥ ' ' '
• _i ', '
z(_) = _ + _ (A-t_) .,
v
"; f
,i
. .
T
o!
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_- For the case of mapping the unit circle, this gives
J
zCei_l- ei_+ e2i_e-i_ ei_[ei%-IY+ e e ]
I- = ei_[ei(_-_) + ei(-¢+_)] = ei_[2c°s(_-_)J
" = 2e iY cos(_-y) CA-t4)
Hence, as shown in Figure 49, if _ describes the unit circle chert its !
I conformal luge, z, describes both sides of a flat plate oriented to the
positive real axis at the angle y. Thus, JclJ can be equal to un!ty onll fori 'functions mapping the unit circle to a fiat plate. Note that without loss of
generality, the trailing edge of the profile generated can be assumed to be
located on the real axis. For the example given, this results in the _,
I orientation of the flat plate being alon S the real axis with _ = 0. Thus, a I '
is unity and all the other an'S and bn'S must be zero. This case is
l iequivalent to that of the Joukowsky flat plate at zero angle of attack. _
i_ TO examine the relationship of the transformation coefficients to the 4
,
maximum possible trailing edge velocity, VTK consider the expression for the _ ;' _
trailing edge velocity for an airfoil obtained from a mapping of the unit _ i
circle as given by _ ,
,oo- iiVTE = (A-15) ,
IzT.j
C where, for the case of the trailing edge fixed on the real axis,
|
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CO
I'T"I " LC_ n(n+_)an)2+C_ n(n+l)bn)2]_/2 (A-L(,)
n=I n=I --
Clearly, the maximum value of VTE/U is obtained when IZT"I Is minimized. This
occurs when the second term on the right Is zero as accompllshed when all of
the bn's are zero. Although there are non-zero values of the bn'S which can
achieve the same result, there are none whlch can result In a higher value of
VTE/U. Consequently, the symmetrical airfoil that results when the hn's are
_ero has a trailing edge velocity ratio which is ac least as great as any non-
symmetrical airfoil generated using the same set of aa's.
J i
D_
.J
°i
I °
W
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l i
[. COEFFICIENTS OF THE INEQUALITY EXPRESSION FOR POSITIVE THICKNESS i
I
-_, The expression which is developed ¢o insure tha¢ physlcally reallzable [t _ t
- airfoils will result from a six term von Hises Cransformaclon, equation
• (2-58), is "
• { Af 4 + Sf 3 + Cf 2 + Df + E ;, 0 (B-l)
5.
the coefficients terms for this expression are given by
; A = 16r4(r-I) 5 (B-2) :
l B " 8r315(r-I) 4 - al(r-l) 4 + a2(r-l)3 - a3(r-l)2
( i,. + a4(r-t) - aS] (e-3)
Ii C " 4r2[(10- 4a I - 2a2)(r-l) 3 + (3a 2 + 3a 3 + a3r)(r-I)2
- (2a 3 + 4a 4 + 2a4r)(r-I 1 + (a 4 + Sa 5 + 3asr)] (B-4)
D " 2r[(10 - 6at- 6a2 - 3a3} (r-l) 2 + (3a2 + 6a 3 + 6a4[
+ 2a3r + 4a4r ) (r-l) - (a 3 + 4a4 + 10a5 + 2a4r[
, to%r, %rz)] (B-s)
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+ 6a4 + lOa5 + a3r + 4a4r + fOasrl (B-6)
°;
T
°
i
o
i
t
. °
' i
I
• 4
,
• °
I
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i APPENDIX C
f USAGE OF THE EPPLER CODE INCORPORATINGTHE CONDITIONS FOR FINITE TRAILING
EDGE PRESSURE GRADIENTS AND LISTING OF PROGRAMMODIFICATIONS
F
In uaklng modifications to the Eppler and So_ers code [25] in order to
Ii facilitate the design of 81rfoi18 having finite traillng edge pressure
- gradients, the effort was made to leave as _uch of the existing code and its
data input as unchanged 88 possible. Thus, the discussion included in this
" appendix should be considered in conjunction with the code description and
operating instructions presented in Reference [25].
i While the primary purpose of the modified code is the design of airfotl8
having finite trailing edge pressure gradients, it might also be of use in the t
design of airfoils in which the upper and lover velocity distributions merge
smoothly at the trallin 8 edge without the nearby presence of steep gradients. ;
In either case, the integral constraint of equation (3-113) 18 satisfied.
I Because this condition eliminates the pressure loading at the trailing edge, i
the shape of the aft portion the airfoil 18 largely governed by the zero
i closure angle which results. Thus, although control remains over the extent
that this zero closure angle 18 atloved to influence the overall shape of the '
rear of the profile, _uch of the ability to iterate to 8 desired closure angle i
'. ;
that 18 present in the ori$insl code Is lost. _ •
With reference to Eppler and Somers [25], the tnput to t.he sndtfted code _!
differs froQ tlmt of the orllin81 as follows:
I. On the TEAl card, although assured internally by the modified code,
[_ should be set equal to a I as required by equation (3-132).
alp
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m
2. The value of u is no longer specified by the Fro word on the TRA2
card, but determined by the program such that the fourth integral
constraint is satisfied. In its place, however, the quantity IWPPM
is designated to select the mode of iteration used to achieve the
cequlrement that P"(0) = P"(2_), equation (3-116). The iteration
mode possibilities are as follows:
[WPPM = 0 - No iteration is performed and P"(O) will, in
general, nOt be equal to P"('').
[WPPM - I - K is replaced by K + &K
[WPPM = 2 - K is replaced by K + &K
[WPPM = 3 - _ is replaced by u + &_
[WPPM = 4 - _ is replaced by _ + _, unless chat result is
calculated to be less than zero or greater than _.
In that case, the program switches to IWPPH = I. ""
3. Also on the TRA2 cerd, F8 - l_4Sls , wht=h determines the ;_
t
interpretation of F9 and FIO, must be set to zero. Consequently,
.1 F? is always interpreted as K.
4. While still active in the code, it should be noted that the
specification of lS_tOD equal to 5 or 6, FII on the TKA2 c_rd, rill
generally not result in convergence to the specified vdlus of Ks-
This Is because in these lodes, K is iterated and the calcul,ted
iteration increment, AR, Is suplrseded by ".be code deterttrmtlon
of _, which, in turn, alters the value of K.
A sample input set for the uodifled coda 18 pre_tnced in FliNts $0. The ' .
result of this input is the airfoil having finite trailing _dge pressure ;_
gradients shorn in FliNts 37. ;"
o o
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I It should be noted that that it is not intended that the modified code be
run with ITHOD # 0 and IWPPH # 0 simultaneously. The design of airfoils
I having finite trailing edge pressure gradients is carried out with ITi;JD • 0
and IWPPM # 0. The design of airfoils in which it is only desired that
I velocity distribution be free of steep 8dveLae gradients in r,he vicinity of
i the trailing edge can be accomplished with ITH,_._• 0 and IWPPM = O. Indesigning airfoils having finite pressure gradients, it is someclws
I advantageous to begin the process with one of the IT_OD modes and switching to
one of the IWPPH options when close to the desired velocity distribution. For
I example, a 8ymtrlcal airfoil can be obtained by first setting ITHOD - 6 or
9, I_PH - 0, and specifying the addltion_ inputs as described " • Epplec ar,d
Sonerq [25] such that the upper end lower surface velocity distribution
I specification quantities are equivalent. In the case of using the modified
code, however, the program will solve for 8 value of _ which is different from
Chat specified fcr _. Nov, InpuCtlng the results from this run and changing ;
to ITNOD - 0 and lWPPH - 3, _ will be iterated until it agrees with _ and a
I symmetrical profile having finite trailing edge pressure gradients will t
result •A listing of the sodlflcatlons made to the Eppler and Sosera code [25]
will follow. Only the uln program and modified subroutines, in addition tc
several nevly added subroutines. _rlll be presented. The reader is a881n
referred to reference [25] for • listing of the ortginal code.
[
!
I
!
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PROGRAMEPPLER3 (INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE4,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT)
DIMENSION XF(121),YF(121),BETAF(121)
D_MENSION AM(7,7),AV(7)
DIMENSION V(]4),MARKEN(20),ALCA(14),CAE(2)
DIMENSION RE(5),MA(5),MU(5),T(42)
DIMENSION TM(5),ALS(5),RER(5),MUR(5)
DIMENSION TST(5),BANT(5),CW(5,2,14),SU(5,2,1_),SA(5,2,14)
COMMON P1(121),P(121.,XP(121),YP(121),PUFF(14),AGAM(]4),X(121),
1y(121),DS(122),VF(121)_ARG(121),ANI(28),ALFA(29),IZZ,KFU,NQ,NUPRO,
2JAB,JST,CM,ETA,ABFA,PI,BOGEN,DARG,PURES(13),FUW(60,7),RS(60)
COMMON XTF,SMA,XFL(IO),GA_A(121,2),AMAT(120,120)
COMMON _GRZK/CDK,AA(7),BB(7)
COMMON/PRAL/DLT,DLTU,ALN;ALV(14),NAL,ITP,NAMP(12),CML(14),CRL(14)
] ,CPV(2),ALTX(4,2),DARF,ITITI,ITIT2 -
COMMON/PLTM/MPL,MGC,XZEH,YZEH,MSPLI
COF_ON/EA/ILES,IDRU,ISTA,NNESE ,., i
COMMON/TRIT/DLV,SUMP,XTRI(4),NU,ND
COMMON /LINING/BROKL(12),NLINE(5),NPAR(5),JNEW
EQUIVALENCE(XF(1),FUW(I,I)),(YF(1),FUW(3,3)) (BETAF(1),FUW(5,5)) ., ;
EQUIVALENCE (CW(1,1,I),P1(1)),(SA(1,I,I),P(20)),
I (SU(1,1,I),XP(39))
DATA ILES,IDRU,ISTA,NNESE/5,6,4,1HI/
DATA MARKEN/4HTRAI,4HTRA2,4HALFA,qHAOAM,4HABSZ,4HSTRK,4HENDE, ' f
14HDIAO,4HRE ,4HSTRD,4HFLZW,4HPLWA,4HPLW ,4HTRF ,4HAPPR,4HCDCL,
24HPAN ,4HFXPR,4HFLAP,4HPUXY/
DATA CPV/9HVELOCITY ,9HPRESSUR£ /,ALTX/4H ZER,4HO-LI, 4HFT L, ..
*4HINE ,4H CHO,4HRD L,4HINE ,4H /,KBLT/IH /
DATA MGC,ISTIFT,MXZ,CDK/0,1,-I,.01/ :]
DATA ZAEH,DICHTE/13.6E-6,.12533/
MPL:O ""
PI = 3.141592654 .
BOGEN = 0.0174532925199
ABFA = 1.0 _.
AGAM(2):I.
AOAM(3)=I. _ '|
AOAH(6)=I. ,
AOAH(8)=0. "' ;
AOAM(10)=I
9 MTR:O :, '
11 READ(ILES,2)MARKE,NUPA,NUPE,NUPI,NUPU,PUFF ;_
2 FORMAT(A4,3II,I3,14FS.2) I
DO 12 I=1,20 !iIF (MARKE.EQ.MARKEN(I)) 00 TO 13 I
12 CONTINUE 1
' 14 WRITE(IDRU,3) MARKE - :
3 F_)RMAT (11H INCORRECT ,A4,SH CARD) _I i
GOTO 11 -:
C TRA1TRAZALFAAOAMABSZSTRKENDEDIAGRESTRDFLZWPLWAPLWTRF APPRCDCL
C PAN FXPRFLAPPUXY , [_
13 00 TO(15,22,333,14,142,90,150, I04,30,112,30,71,60,14,14,160, ti
'170,180,190,106),I
7'
• _ ......jm_wwR_--,,.,._-_ -.x.................................
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C TRA1 CARD
T 15 NUPRO=NUPU ˆ O00°NUPI
"_ . !F(MTR.EQ.O)JST:O
: I=0
18 I=I+1
ANRI =RUND(PUFF ( I ) mABFA,1000. )IF(ANRI.NE.O.)GO TO 20
IF(JST.NE.O)GO TO 21
JST=MTR+ 120 MTR= TR+
ANI (MTR) =ANRI
_- I=I 4| ALFA (HTR):PUFF(I)
IF(I.NE. 14)00 TO 18
21 JEB=MTR
i GOTO 11C TRA2 CARD
22 DO 23 I=1,13
_" 23 PURES(I) =RUND(PUFF([), 1000. )
|. MSPLI=O
ITP=O
IZZ=INT( PUFF(14) )
. CALL TRAPROXDA=O.
YDA=O.
" DEFLG=O.GOTO9
C RE CARD ;.
|- 25 IF(PUFF(2).=.O.) GO TO 28DO 27 J=1,5 7I- RERX= PUFF(2"J)
IF(RERX.EQ.O.)GO TO 26
RE(J) =1. ESeRERXIPU = INT(PUFF(2eJ-1))
MA(J)
= IPU/IO0 _,!
MU(J) = IPU/IO- IO_4A(J)
ii 27JR =J26 DO 29 J=1,4 _
29 XTRI(J) =_FF(J+IO) e. 01
2d CALL GRP(_AL,RE,MU,JR,ISTIFT)MSPLZ=O _ _JP=JR
GOTO 11 4
C FLZW CARD30 IF(NUPA.EQ.O) GO TO _I
AGAH(6) ,FLOAT(NUPE)
AGAM(8) =FLOAT(NUPI)31 IF(I.BQ.9) GO TO 25
IF(PUFF(2).EQoO.) GO TO 36
GDF = IRIFF(1) "Vl4AX • PUFF(2)
TF(PUFF(3).NE.O.) DICHTE = . 11PUFF(3)/9.806
|
i
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IF(PUFF(4).NE.O.)ZAEH = PUFF(4)*I,E-6
IF(PUFF(5),EQ.O,) GO TO 50
D:0.
DO 34J : 1,5
aZ : 2*J + 3
IF(PUFF(JZ).EQ.O.) GO TO 36
TM(J) =PUFF(JZ)
ALS(J)=PUFF(JZ+ I)
MUR(J) = NUPU
34 JT = J
36 IZT=NZPZ(2,6*NAL „ )
JP=JT
WRITE(IDRU, 37)IZT,NAMP, (ALTX(J,ITIT2) ,J=1,4)
37 FORMAT (AI ,36HAIRCRAFT-ORIENTED SUMMARY AIRFOIL ,12AI,3](,
*31HANGLE OF ATTACK RELATIVE TO THE,qA4) -
IVMAX=INT(VMAX*3.6) <ZT-NZPZ(2,0) ";
WRITE(IDRU,38)IZT ,GDF,IVMAX,DICHTE, ZA£H
38 FORMAT (AI,6H W/S =,F6.2,SH KG/SQ.M,3X,7HV MAX :,I4,LH KM/H,3X,
*LHRHO =,F5.3,13H KG*S E2/M E4,3X,4HNU =,FIO.8,7H SQ.M/S)
IZT'-NZPZ(2,0)
WRITE(IDRU, 40)IZT,(KBLT,TM(J) ,ALS(J),J=1,JT)
40 FORMAT (AI,LX,5(AI,4X,3HC =,F5.2,8H THETA =,F5.2))
41 VI = SQRT(2.*GDF/DICHTE) "*
DO 48 I=I,NAL
IVS : -I
DO 46 J = I,JT " i
IF(ALV(1)-ALS(J) )42,44,42 i
42 VALF = VI/SQRT(. 11*ABS(ALV(I)-ALS(J) )) :"
IF(VALF- VMAX)46,46,44
44 VALF = VMAX
46 RER(J) = VALF*TM(J)/ZAEH .
48 CALL GRP(IVS, RER,MUR,JT,ISTIFT)
MSPLI=O
49 IF(D)72,50,72 i
5000 TO 11
PLW CARD : !
60 IF(PUFF(I) )62,68,62 "
62 DST --PUFF(1)*.01 -! i
GST = PUFF(2) ,_ i
DGF - PUFF(3) " : *
CWSF = PUFF(4)*.O01
DO 66J = 1,5 _ 1
JZ ffi 2"J+3 i
IF(PUFF(JZ) )64, 68, 64 i
64 TST(J) - PUFF(JZ) ; i
BANT(J) -- PUFF(JZ + Ô iMUR(J) z NUPU
66 JT ffi J
68BF ffiO. ;" i
FST z O. I/ i
NF,O
,!
1
;I t
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CALL DIA(X,Y,NQ,D)
IF(DST.LT.O.) DST = D
DO 70 J = I,jT
TMCJ) = TSTCJ)WDST/D
|- ALS(J) = O.
BF = BF + BANT(J)
1 70 FST = FST + BANT(J)WTST(J)
FF = FSTtDST/D
OEW - OST  (FF-FST)mNIF
GDF = GEWIFF
GO TO 36
- C PLWACARD
i 71 NAN = NUPUCWSFU=CIdSF
PAU = FF
GAU = GEW
DO 88 NF "- ltNAN
FF = FF 1)
" GEW = GEWCWSF=CWSF ˜ O01ePUFF(3)
V1 = SQRT(2.mGEgl (DICHTE'FF))
" WR ITE(IDRU 74)IZT NAMP J
t
74 FORMAT(A1,25BAIRCRAFT POLAR AIRFOIL , 12A1)
CWS = CWSF/FF }
I IZT-NZPZ(2, O)WRITE(IDRU, 76)IZT !
76 FORMAT (A1,39H B(M) S(SQ.M) SI(SG.H) W(KG) WU(KG), _. :
- "3X,3HT/C,3X,6P(T/C)i,2X,8HAP (SG.M),2X,3HCDP)
I IZT=NZPZ( 1,0) __WRITE(IDRU, 78)TZT,BP,FF,FST,GEW,GST,D,DST,CWSF,CWS
78 FORMAT (AI,P6.2,2P8.2,2P8.0,4F8.4) :
I IZT=NZPZ(2, O) iWRITE(IDRU 80)IZT _
80 FORMAT (A1,54H ALPHA CL CDP CDT V(KMIH) VS(MIS) L
_- m/D)| DO 84 1 = I,NAL
I
" CA- O. ._
CWP = O.
DO 82 J = 1,JTBATFzBANT( J ) "TST ( J ) /FST _-;
CALL VISC (I-J,CANT,CWNT,CMDU ) •
CALCA+CANTWBAT P
82 CWP s_P+CWNTmBATF
CWGES = CWP  CWS 1.03SCAtCAIFF/(PImBFWBF)
IF(ABS(CA) .LTo.01)CAz.01
VIQ4H= 3.6mVIISQRT(ABS(CA))S = VIQ4H C_E /(3.6mABS(CA))
GLTZ = CA/C_ES
IZTzNZPZ( 1,0)811 WRITE(ZDRU_86) IZT_ALV(I) _CAtCdPtCWGEStVKMHtVStGLTZ
86 FORMAT (At ,F6.ZtFS.3,2P8.4,PS. I,F9.3,F8.2)
E
|
.._.a_
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IF(NF.EQ.O) GO TO 50
88 CONTINUE
CWSF = CWSFU
FF:FAU
GEW = GAU
GO TO 50
C STRK CARD
)0 IF(NUPU)94,100,92
92 NT = 0
_4 DO 98 J : 1,14 ""
IF(PUFF(G)) 96,100,96
96 NT = NT + I
c8 T(NT) : PUFF(J)*IO.
IF(IABS(NUPU).GT. 14) GO TO 11
I;0 CALL STRDR(T,NT) -
iF(NUPI.NE.O) GO TO 11 i
DO 102 I : I,NT
102 CALL STRAAK(T(I) ,HUA,YBL,HXZ, ISTIFT)
GO TO 11
C DIAG CARD
I0_ CALL DIAGR(ISTIFT,NUPU,NUPI}
GO TO 11
C PUX'YCARD
106 CALL PUDECK ""
GO TO 11
C STRD CARD
112 IF(NUPU.NE.O) HXZ = NUPU ]i
IF(PUFF(1).NE.O.) YBL = IO0.*PUFF(1)
IF(PUFF(2).NE.O.) RUA = IO0.1PUFF(2) ""
GO TO 11
C ABSZ CARD "'" i
142 IF(NUPA.NE.O) AGAM(B)--FLOAT(NUPE) ._
I',,'(PUFF(2).NE.O.) ABFA=PUFF(2) ,'
GO TO 11 • •
C ENDE CARD .
150 IF(MGC.NE.O) CALL GCLOSE !
IF(MPL.NE. 0)CALL FINISH
S_OP
C CDCL CARD ._ I
160 IF{,NUPA.EQ.v)GO TO 166 ;,
BLI :PUFf',I);.005 ;•
BL2=FLFF(2)+. 005 •
DO 162 K=1,5 "-
NLINE (K) =INT(BLlt ( 10. _*(K-3) ) )-IOIINT(BLI*( 10. ml(K-4) ) ) .' t
16'_ NPAR(K) =INT(BL2_( 1O, ill(K- 3) ) )- 10_INT(BL2t( 10. *i(K-4) ) ) !
DO 164 K--'1,12 _ iT
_64 B._OKL(K)=PUFF(_+2) t !
GO TO 11
166 CALL CDCL(NUPU,JP,ISTIFT)
GO TO 'I
C FX?R CARD _ ,
180 _P=NUPU
! ,
"l
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I MSPLI:OC PAN CARD
170 IF(MSPLI.EQ.O)CALL SPLITZ(X,Y ,NQ,XP)
IF(NUPA.NE.O) AGAM(IO):FLOAT(NUPE)
I IF(NUPA.E@.9) GO TO 11
DO 17_ I-"l,lq ,
IF(PUFF(I).EQ.O.)GO TO 172 ,,
l MEIG=INT(PUFF(I) ):MEIG/10
KEI _MEIG- 1OmMEI
l XSTX=ABS(PUFF(1)-FLOAT(MEIG) )CALL PADD (X,Y,XP,NQ ,MEI,KEI,XSTX)172 CONTINUE
DO 174 I-'I,NQ
I XF(I)=X(I)YFCZ):Z(Z) i
174 BETAF(I) :XP(I)
l DLTR=DLTDLTUR=DLTU
XDA-'O.
YDA=O.
I FLCH=O. J
i
DEFLG=O. ,"
NQRS=NQ ,_ I_
l 176 NKR=NQ-1
CALL PANEL(NKR, AMAT,GAMMA,CAE) i_DARG = ALN ..
GO TO 11
C FLAP CARD
190 CHORD= XF( 1) '-_
FLL'HffiPUFF( I ) _
| XDA,(1.-.OI"FLCS)'CSORD ii
YDA= •01 _PUFF(2) eCHORD
ARCL--•0IePUFF(3)mCHORD
i D_f_FF(_) _.DLTU=DLTUR-DEFLG _
DEFLfDEFLGmBOGEN
I ARCLU ffi• 0 lwPUFF(5)mCHORDMSP I =I
CALL FLAP(XF,YF, BETAF,NQR$,XDA,¥DA,ARCL,ARCLU,DEFL,X,¥ ,XP,NQ)
I GO TO 176
C ALFA CARD
333 IF(NUPA.EQoO) GO TO 330
MOMAG=NUPA
I AGAM(2)=FLOAT(NOPE)IF(NUPA.EQ. 1) AGAM(10) =FLOAT(NUPE • )
330 IF(NUPU.E_.O) GO TO 335
I DO 331 I=1,14331 ALCA(I) ,PUFF(I)
328 ITIT1 =NUPII2+I
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DARF=O.
IF(ITIT2.NE.I)DARF=I.
NAL=IABS(NUPU)
IF(NAL.GT.14)NAL=4
335 DO 334 I=I,NAL
PA=ALCA(1)
IF(PA.LE.-99.) PA=RS(30+I)
IF(PA.GT.-99.) PA=PA+DARF*DARG
334 ALV(I)=PA
CALL MOMENT(X,Y,NQ,XDA,YDA,DEFLG,MOMAG)
IF(AGAM(2).EQ.O.)GO TO 11
NZF=NQ+3 ..
IF(ITP .EQ•2.AND.AGAM(IO).EQ.I.)NZF=O
CALL DIA(X ,Y,NQ,THK)
THKP=100.*THK
._ D0341N=I,NQ
, ND=N-1 _ ;
= XDR=X(N)
YDR=Y(N)
DO 340M=1,NAL
V(M)=ABS(VPR(N,M))
VQ=I.-V(H)*V(M) !
IF(ITITI.EQ.2)V(M)=VQ s
340 CONTINUE
NZT=NZPZ(I,NZF)
IF(NZT.NE.NNESE.AND.N.NE.I)GO TO 341 _
NZF=O
DO 339 M=I,NAL
339 P(M)=ALV(M)-DARF*DARG i
332 IF(ITP.EQ.1)WRITE(IDRU,337)NZT,NUPRO,THKP,(P(M),M=IpNAL)
337 FORMAT (AI,SHAIRFOIL ,Iq,F8.2,1H%,F9.2,13F8.2)
IF(ITP.EQ.2)WRITE(IDRU,336)NZT,NAMP,THKP,FLCH,DEFLG,(P(M),M=1,NAL) ,, i
336 FORMAT (AI,8HAIRFOIL ,12A1,FS.2, 11H% THICKNE_,FIO. 2,6H% FLAP, "'
•F8.2,19H DEGREES DEFLECTION/23X,14F8.2) i
IF(ITP.EQ.2)NZT=NZPZ(I,0)
_, NZT=NZPZ(1,0) _i
: WRITE(IDRU,J38)NZT,CPV(ITIT1),(ALTX(M,ITIT2),M=I,q) i
338 FORMAT (AI,3H N,TX,IHX,SX,IHY,SX,A9,6OHDISTRIBUTION$ FOR THE ABOV ": I
•E ANGLES OF ATTACK RELATIVE TO THE,qA4)
NZT=NZPZ(I,0) "" :
341WRITE(IDRU,342)ND,XDR ,YDR ,(V(M),M=I,NAL) "_ I
342 FORMAT (I4,F10.5,F9.5,14F8.3) '' I
IF(ITP.EQ.2)GO TO 11 _ f
NZTzNZPZ(1,0)
WRITE(IDRU,3_4)NZT,DARG,CM,ETA : i
344 FORMAT (AI,SHALPHAO =,FS.2,8H DEGREES, 3X,SHC_40=,F7.%3X,
•SHETA =,F6.3) "'
GOTO11 I!
STOe ilEND
=
t
t
' 1;J
i
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I SUBROUTINE TRAPRODIMENSIO FLS(2) ,FLA(2) ,DRAK(2) ,DRAM(2) ,AC(5, q) ,D(q),
IWSI(2) ,WCI(2),FINT(3) ,A(5),HK(2),R(3) ,FKERN(30)
I DIMENSION CFP(2) ,AKK(2) ,PHIS(2) ,PHIW(2) ,AKNI(2) ,F(2),G(2)DIMENSION XRT(2) ,¥RT(2)
COMMON/EA/ILES, IDRU, ISTA, NNESE
CO_ON/PRAL/DLT,DLTU, ALN,ALV (14) ,NAL,ITP,NAMP(12) ,CML(14) ,CRL(14)
I ,CPV(2) ,ALTX(4,2) ,DARF,ITITI ,ITIT2COHMONP1(121),P(121),XP(121),YP(121),PUFF(14),AGAM(14),X(121),
' IY(121) ,DS(122),VF(121),ARG(121),ANI(28) ,ALFR(29),IZZ,KFU,NQ,NUPRO,
2JAB,JST,CM,ETA,ABFA,PI,BOGEH,DARG, PURES(13),GAP(450),ALFA(29)DATA ABSZ/O. /
CALL WANDEL(NUPRO,NAMP,12,5)
ALFR(JA3+I)=0.
ABZT=ANI(JAB)IF(ABS(ABZT-ABSZ).LT. • 1) GO TO 14
IB=INT( •25mABZT+. I)
I MQ=21I BNKR=2q4Q
ABSZ=FLOAT(NKR)
ABGR=360./ABSZ
i'[ABGR= 5amABGRPURRS(8) =0.0
DO 8 M=I,IB
I ARI=FLOAT(MQ ˜,mHABGR8 FKERN (M)=ABGRmCOSG (ARI)I(SING (ARI)mPI) %
14 MAGAM=INT(AGAM(3) ) .,
" I NQ=NKR+I ._IF(MAGAM.E@.O) GO TO 22
NZT=NZPZ( 3,O) -
WRITE( IDRU,82)NZT
MCT=O _:
_. 22 DO 23 I=1,29 %
23 ALFA(I) :ALFR(1)
I=1 _"
'3.
J=l
2q FLS(J)= PORES(1)IABFA
4 CALL DRAW(WC,WS,WL, .6,-I.,FLS(J) ,ABGR,I)
CALL DRAW(WCI(J) ,WSI(J) ,WLI,-.6,- I•,FLS(J) ,ABGR,I)WCI(J) = _I (J)+WC _
WSI(J)= W31 (J) D t _
I WLI = WLI_WL "_
CS,-WLI ._.
FLA(J)= PURE,,q(I+I) * ABFA '_
I z_(rLx(J) )25,25,25 ._25 DRAK(J)= 0
DRAM(J)= 1.
I GOTO3q25 Ir(J.B@.2) GO TO 401
WI • _3G(_Rm?I.Jt(J))
!
1
r,
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IF (PLmES(I+2)- 1. ) 27,30, 29 OF POOR QUALI*i"Y
27 DRAK(J): .I_PURES(I+3)
28 DRAM(J): .I*PURES(I+4)
GOTO 34
29 DRAK(J)=(( •I*PURES(I+4) )mm(_IO./PURES(I+3) )-I.)m(1.+WI)/(I.-WI)
DRAK(J)= RUND(DRAK(J),1000.)
DRAM(J) = .IePURES(I+3)
GO TO 34
30 AA = .05"(I.-WI )*PURES(I+3)
WILN = ALOG (•IePURES(I+4) ) _
FMIT = •5 i
MIT = 0
31 FM = -W!LN/ALOG(AA/FMIT +I.)
MIT=MIT+ I
IF(ABS(FM-FMIT)- 1.E-6) 33,32,32 i
32 FHIT = FM
GO TO 31 "'
33 DRAM(J) = RUND(FM,IO00.)
-" i
DRAS = •05mPURES(I+3)*(WI+I •)/FM
DRAK(J) = RUND(DRAS, 1000.)
GO TO 3q i
401 DRAK(J)=. 11PURES(I+3) "
DRAM(J) =1.0 I
34 I: I+5
J: J+l
IF(J-3)2q, 38,38 _
38 MER = 0 _; '
WSI(2) : -WSI(2)
IWPPM=INT (PURES(IO) )
ITMOD=INT(PURES(11) ) .i i
RUF= 100.
IF(ITMOD.GE. q.AND. ITMOD.LE.6)RUF= I000. - ;
ITMR=ITMOD
SHKS = •I*PURES(12) :'
HKST=. I*ABS(PURES(13) )
35 DO 36 j=1,4 : ,
36 AC(I,J)= O.
ALFA(jAB) =ALFA(I) b
ALIV = 0. "
SINAI = 0.
COSAI = 1. :" '
FNI = O. .
TNAI=O. _]J=l .. I
37 CSAIP = COSG(2.*ALFA(J)) i
SNAIP = SING(2.'ALFA(J)) f_ ,
TNAIP =TNG(ALFA(J)) _I t
IF(J-JST- 1) 40,39,40
!
39 AC(2,1)= SINAI ._
AC(2,2) = - 1.-COSAI '_,
AC(2,3)= +I. I!
AC (3, 1) = -SNAIP
[i i
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" AC(3,3)- I. r,*_:._-- OF POOR QUALIWAC(4, I)= ¢SAI-CSAIP
AC(4,2)- SINAI-SNAIP
_F AC(4,3)= 0.
AC(5, I)=0.
AC(5,2)-0.
AC(5, 3)=0. :
_r AC(2'4)"2"mTNAI
AC(3,4)=2.,TNAIP
AC(4,4)=0.
AC(5,4)=2.•(TNAI-TNAIP)
ALIS - ALIV
ALISP = ALFA(J)
GOTO 41
i 40 FII = CSLG(HABGRtFNI-90.,ALIV)
FLIP- CSLG (HABGRmFNI-90., ALFA(J))
PB-FNItHABGR_BOGEN
AC (I,I):-FIIP_AIP NAI+(COSAI-CSAIP)tPB +AC (I,I)
AC(I,2),-FIIm(I._COSAI )+Fl PI(I.+CSAI f)+(SINAI-SNAIP )mpB+AC(I,2)
AC(I,3)=-FIIP  FII+ AC_1,3)
JCK.J- 1
JMI.J-jAB- 1IF(JCK.EG.O.OR.JMI.E@.O) GO TO 402
FSI'-.SNLG (HABGRIFNI)
I AC(It4)¼FSI_(2•_TNAI-2 ••TNAIP)-2. mTNAIUF II+2•UTNAIPeF IIP+AC(I,4) !
402 CONTINUE
41 IF(J-JAB-.I)q2,43,q5
42 ALIV =ALFA(J)
SINAI=SNAIP
COSAI-CSAIP
TNAI'TNAIP
Ii FNI = /UII(J)j=j+l
IF(FLA(J) ) q7,47,_9
49 CALL DRAN(WC pWS_WL,DRAK(J) ,DRAM(J) ,FLA(J),ABGR,O)
AC(1,1)= K:+ AC(1,1)
AC(1,2) • W._ )AC(1,3) -kl, 1,3) -_
47 J"2 *_
[ .c,.o.o ,
W$6"0.0
C6mO. O
IF(FLA(J) ) _IO_410,_I I
qll CALL DRAW(WC_W$,WL,DRAK(J) 1.0,FLA(J) ,ABGR,O)WC6,WC
WS6--WS
C6,-WL10 OONTItlUl¢
PHi( 1) .FLS( 1) mJ_Ol_tBOODl
1
I
I
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PHIW( 1 )=FLA( 1)IABGRmBOGEN
PHZS(2)=(360.-FLS (2)*ABGR)*BOGEN
PHIW(2):(360.-FLA(2)*ABGR)*BOGEN
DO 425 J=1,2
G(J) =DRAK(J) / ( 1. O (J)) )
F(j) =1 •O-G(J) *COS(PHIW(J) )
IF(G(J)Ii2-F(j)**2) 420,421,422
420 TARG=((F(J)-G(J))*TAN(PHIW(J)/2.) )/SQRT(F(j)im2-G(J)m*2)
TARGI =ATAN(TARG)
CFP (J)=-( (4.*(G (J)-F(J)))/SQRT(F(J)**2-G (J)e*2) )*TARGI
GO TO 425
421 CFP(J)=0.0
GO TO 425 .
422 GFLN2=SQRT (G(J)**2-F(j)**2)
GFLNI=(G(J)-F(j) )mTAN(PHIW(J)/2.)
GFLN=ALOG(ABS((GFLNI+GFLN2) / (GFLN 1-GFLN2) ) )
COEFF=-(2.i(G(J)-F(J) )/5QRT(G (J)**2-F(J)**2)) " '
CFP (J)=COEFF*GFLN ..
q25 CONTINUE
SRM= •6
._= 1. O-SRH
BK=1 •O+SRH " " j
DO q50 J=1,2
AKNl(J) =5AH/( 1 • O-COS(PHIS(J) ) ) ' '
, IF(BK-2.*AKNI(J)) q30,431,432 -,
30 AKSR=SQRT( 2 .*BK*AKN 1( j)-BKm m2)
AKTI=2.mAKNI(J).BK • , , ,
COEFK=AKT1/ (2 • I _SR )
-ikKLN1=AKTIITMI(PHL._(J)/2 • ) ,_;
AKLN=ALOG(ABS((H(LNI (AKLNI-kKSR)) ) ; :
AKK(J) =COEFKmAKLN
GO 10 qSO -. i
ti31 AKK(J) =0. i
GO TO _50 ":
432 AKSR1=SQRT( BK* *2-2. =_JKN1( J ) mBK)
AKT2=2.SAKNI(j).BK ,": :
AKT3=BK-2.*AKN l(J) ..
:- AKTAN=( AKT3eTAN(PHZ3(J) / 2 • ) )/A,KSR1
'_ AKATAN=ATJ_I( AKTAN) ,*" '
._K (J) =(._T2/._SR 1) *AKATAN ,, i
• ;
450 CONTINUE ....
AC1,-2. ODRAH(1) ePHZM( 1)
&C2sDRM4( 1)=CFP( 1) "; "
AC(1,4) sAC( 1, _) „•t i, t
C1A,3QRT( (AX 0mJgEN1( 1) )/_J[) 1
C1C,._. IC 1AI&TJJ_(C 1AmT&N(PHZ3( 1)12. ) ) * ]
C1=_. OmPHZ3( 1)-C lC+_. OmJJEK( 1) _ :
C2AsSQRT( (_J¢+2. IJJEN1(2))/&K)
C2C=_1•4it 2Ae/,Tli,N(C2AITJ_I( PHZS( 2)/2 • ) )
c2.8.o.PI-,,,o.l,,=(2 0.,==(2) [ i
, C3,2 • O*PtllM(2)-CFP (2)-_, OmPZ
:- D( I ) =W$I( I ) e(C 31C5-C2_C6)-MS1 (2) I(C 3mC4-C l_C6)d_$6m (C2mC_.C leC5) ..
- [j i
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_, D(2 ) =- (WCI( 1) m(C3oCS-C2tC6)-WCI (2) m(C3mC4.C1,C6)   ˆ 6,(C2mC4-C1mC5
D(3) =WCI( 1)o(C3_WSI(2)-C2mt_S6)-WCI (2) • (C3mW31( 1)-C lmNN$6) 	¤ „ 6m(C
12%/SZ( 1)-C l_/SI (2))
D(4) =-(WCI_ 1) m(C6mWSI(2)-CSmNNS6)-WCI(2)*(C6=WSI(1_-CqaNWS6) !L T *1(C5_/SI ( 1)-C4 MSI(2)) )
w A( 1)=D( 1)lAG( 1 _ 1)+D(2) mAC(1,2) X• mAC(1,3)+D (q)*AC ( 1,4)
A(2) =D( 1) JAC(2, 1)+D(2) =AC(2,2) œœ =AC(2,3) ¤hÌœ UAC(2,4)
F A(3)=D(1)uAC(3,I)+D(2)mAC(3,2) Ì  eAC(3,3)$Ìœ mAC(3,4):A(il)=D(I)tAC(4,I)+D(2)eAC(4,2)
A(5) =D(q)*AC(5, q)
" C SOLUTIONOF TRANSCENDENTALEQUATION: 53 I=O
FV = 9.E9
60 3SLI = CSLG(PHISH,ALX$)
• CSLTP= CSLG(PHISH, ALZSP)
$NLI=SNLG(PHISH+90. )
,. |- FP=A(1).A(2)iC3LI H” 3)'CSI.ZPBOGe.Ni(90. A(5)mSNLIL IF(I.GE.20)GO TO 66 ,:.
IF(AES(FP)-AES(FY).LT.-.SE-9)GO TO 62 "'.
-:." F I=20] PHIBH = PHT_H- PDIFGO TO 60 "'
62 PDIFz-FP/(A(2)/(PHI3H-ALI$) (PHZSH-ALISP))+A(5) ePHI.SH) "!
I I # 1 d :_65 FV=FP *:"
PHISH • PHISH 4. PDZF =
II'U'.=..,.T.A'U.MID.P.=..GT.*'ZSP)GOZO60Ii | WRITE(I.DRU,64)HER,ITHOD
6_ FORMAT (66tlOTRANSCENDENTALEQUATION HAS DIVERGED. CHECK TRAI MiD
e_ltA2 CA3D3 ,12_ 1TI_IATION,Z2,SB BODE,I1) '_
J STOP66 MiI(JST) • (PHZSH t• I/HABOR
AJS=AC(1,2) +AC( 2,2 )IICSLZ "43, 2) tC3LIP +AC( 11,2) mBOGEN• ( PHISH ", • ). T (1,3) 2, 3 e ..qLI 4, 3 e ..qLIP
: AJII.AC( 1, _ ) èli) mCSLI+AC( 3, _) mC.qLIP 5, _) °SIILI
OOst¢I ( 1) • (WSI( 2) _C6-tNS6mC5)-tlCI (2) ' (WSZ( 1) eC6-WS6mC_)_C 6e(VSI
_'_:Ii 1(,)'CS-l_I(2)'C=l)DRAM(2).(WCZ( 1) e(AJSQCS-AJTeVSZ (2))-VCI (2) e( AJSeC_I-AJTeWSZ( 1) )-AJC
le(iiSZ( 1) eCS-ilSl (2) eCll) )/DD
Ii 69 m(1)•(- la:, (usz(a),c_ws6,cs)-vcz(z)•(:A_S6-A_ "C6).ir_c6,(xa_t 1qiSl (2)-iJSeC5) )/DD
: HIE(2) =(WCI(1) _ (AjTOWSG..&jSOCG)+AJCO(HSZ(1) nC6.WS6mC_I)_/WC6m(AJ_e
lClI-VSl ( 1 ) ek,Fr) )/DD
i _" C _ • BK(,)_IE(Z)
tllPP_D=( 1• O+DIIM((1) ˜t ) )ICOS(PHW( t ) ) )
l" VPtqAI.(DItAI4(,)_RAi((,))/VPINUD
t. weesJ,(+._z5,_ (+))/( +.o-cos(eazs(_)))
VPIRI=VPIR_'I,I_P_U
q
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WPPWLD=( 1 • O  Œ (2) p 1• 0-DRAK(2))wCOS(PHIW(2) ) )
WPV'L =( DRAM(2 ) "DRAK( 2) )/WPFq_LD
WPPSL=( 1. 125mHK(2))/( i • O-COS(PHIS(2) ) )
WPPL=WPPWL+WPSL
C
IF(ITMOD.EQ.O.OR.ABS(HKS-SHKS).LT.HKST) GO TO 74
IF(MAGAM.LT. 2.AND.MAGAM-MER.NE. I) GO TO IO0
GO TO 76
74 ITHOD =0
IF(MAGAM.EQ.O) GO TO 300
76 NZT=NZPZ(2, JAB+4)
WR !TE(IDRU,77)NIT,NUPRO ,HER,ITMR "*
77 FORMAT (At,42HTRANSCENDENTAL EQUATION RESULTS AIRFOIL ,I4,
m12H ITERATION,I2,8H MODE ,II)
NZT=NZPZ( 1,0) .
WRITE(IDRU, 78)NZT
78 FORMAT (A1,69H NU ALPHA m OMEGA" OMEGA K MU K H "'
• LA_DA LAM,BDA ")
JH= 1 "
DO 85 JN=I,JAB
79 NZT=NZPZ(1,0)
IF(JN.NE.I.AND.JN.NE.jAB) GO TO 83 - '
Xl = .5m( 1.+ COSG(FLA(JH)'M_R))
WHK = (1.+DRAK(JH)m(1.-X1)/X1)em(-DRAM(JH)) "'
WSTR= DRAM(JH) eDRAK(JH)IX I L
WRITE(IDRU,82)NIT,ANI(JN),ALFA(JN ),WSTR,WHK,DRAK (JH),DRAM(JH),HK(J
1H) ,FLA(JH) ,FLS(JH) .i ;
82 FORMAT (A1 ,F6.2,F8.2,F8.3, F7.3, F9.4,F9.4,F8.3,F8.2,F7.2)
JH=2 r_
GO TO 85
83 WRITE(IDRU,82)NZT,ANI(JN) ,ALFA(JN)
85 CONTINUE
C
WRITE(IDRU, 2000) WPPU :WPPL,IWPPM ,MCT
_ 2000 FORMA_(I5X,5HWPPU=,F7.3, 5X,5HWPPL=,F7 •3,5X,1II_PP ITMODE=, I2, _,
210flITERATION-,I2/) " :
C , o
IF(ITMOD.EQ.O) GO TO 300 " '
100 IF(MER)103,102,103
_: t
102 DAL = .I ;; ;
GO TO I0_ -. i
103 IF(HKS-HKSV.FJ_.O.)GO TO 7_
DAL = (SHKS-RK$)eDAL/(HKS-HKSV) "'
DALD=DAL _
IF(ITP.F_ •O)DAL#RUND(DAL, RUF)
IF(_k_._.O.)GO TO _00_
rlZT.NZPZ(2,0) ;i
WRITE(IDRU, IO03)NZT,MER,I_S,DALD,DAL " " *
_.003 FORINT (A1,I011ITERATIOII,I2e3X,SMK S .,Fg.6,3X,THDELTA .,F12.8,
"3X,gHROOND_m,,F6.2) ['
100_ IF(DAL.EQ.O.)GO TO 74 _:
IF(MER.OE. 3.AND.ABS(DALV) °LE.ABS(DAL) )(7,0 TO 711
,i
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IOq DALV=DAL
I IF(ITHOD.GE.4)GO TO 113DO 111 J=I,JAB
IF(ITHOD.NE. 2._ND.J.LE.J5';') ALFA(J)"ALFA(J)+DAL
r _ iF(ITHOD.NE. I.AHD.J.GT.JST) ALF&(J)=ALFA(J)-DAL
4 111 CONTINUE
GO TO 112
i 113 IP(ITHOD.GE.7)GO TO 114
GO TO 112
114 IF(ITHOD.NE. 8)ALFA(JST) =ALFA(JST)+DAL| I F ( ITHOD.NE • 7 ) ALFA( JST  1) zALFA(JST+ 1)-DAL112 HI_qVzHK3
1 F HER ,HER.1, GOTO 35
"_ " C
_[. 300 DgPPsWPPU-k?PL
1: CFUNCsABS(DgPP)WPPTOLs. 001
IF(CFUNC.LE.WPPTOL) GO TO 301
F IP(IWPI_.F.J_.O) GO 1"0 301
_, IF(HCT.OTo 15) GO TO 301Ir(MCT.NE.O)GOTO
DELz. I
19 DEL_-DMPPODEL/(DgPP-DWPPV) t
I,(OEL.m.O.) GO TO 301
" [: 20 I,(IWPPN.EQ.,) GO TO 7I,(IW?PH.EQ.3) GO TO 6
IY(Z_m._.2) GO 1"0 9 '_ i
15 DRAK( 1) "DRAK( 1) p\; :
9 DRAK(21 ,DItAKI2I*DEL
GOTo21
I: 6 Dlt_tH(I ) sDItAM( I ) <#GO TO 21 _'
7 PIJdlmPLS(2)+DIL
IP (PI,SN.LT.O.O.OR.FI.SII.GT.r_A(2))GO TO 12 _
FLS(2) ,Fi,SN {D|LV'DgL _ !
IRRPVmDgPP
[ ,cr..cT.1,6 ,.
Jm2GO TO a_
12 IWP_m IDlila,. 1
001'O 15
21 DItLVmDlU.WPPVmDVPP
NZltmHZl*l
!
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IF(ITMOD.EQ. O) MER:O
MCT=MCT+ I
GO TO 35
C
301 AKI=.5*(COSG(PHISH-ALFA(JST+I ))/SINQ(PHISH-ALFA(JST+I ))
1 -COSG (PHISH-ALFA (JST))/SING (PHISH-ALFA (JST)))
# AKP :AKI*160./9. 8696044
PHIM = 0.
NU: I
I= I
ANU =0.
JH=O
VI= O.
: 302 JH:JH+I
FFI : _OSG(ABGR*FLA(JH) )
FF2 : _RAK(JH)/(I.+FFI)
FGI : COSG(ABGE*FLS(JH))
FG3 : .6/(FGI-I.)
304 VI: VI - CSLG(PHIM-90., ALFA(1))
GO TO 310
306 AEON : ANU
IF(ANU.GT..5m ABSZ)ARGN= ABSZ - ANU
CSP : COSG(ARGN*ABGR)
J FI:0.O
IF(ARGN.LT.FLA(JH} )FI:DRAM(JH)mALOG((CSP-FFI) mFF2 •)
GI:0. !
IF(ARGN.LT.FLS(JH) )OI:-HK(JH)eALOG( I .-((CSP-FG I) mFO3)**2) , !
P(NU)= FI+GI+CSLG(ANU*HABGR-90. ,ALFA(1) ) VI
PI(NU)=P(NU )-AKI*ABS(SING((ANU*HABGR - 90.) - PHI_H) )
NU:NU+ 1
t ANU: ANU  1.
3]0 [F(ANU-ANI(I) )306,306,31_-
312 IF(ANU- ABSZ)314,320,320 ''
314 PHIM = ANI(I)mHABGR
VI=VI+CSLG (PHLM-90. ,ALFA(I))
I = 1+I ""
..
IF(I- I-JST)304,302,304 :!
320 PS=O.
R2:0. . .
, DO 32q I=I,NKR
PS=PS ð(""
BI = 2"(I-I)
324 B2 = B2 SING(BImABGR)*P(I) ;"
Vl = 2.*EXP(PS/ABSZ)
SXI = .00000000
SY=O. _i
DO328 N=I tNQ
Q=0. -"
DO326 M=l ,IB
MN = N + 1 + MQ - 2*H _i
= 2*N - MN ..
IF(MN.GT.NKR) MN = MN - NKR
l
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OF POOR QUALITYIF(HH.L'r.1) _ = _ + NKR
I 326 Q : Q+ FKERN(M)t(PI(MN)-PI(MM))A_U= N- 1
ZP = ANUmHABGR - 90.
I ZL = COSG(ZP- PHISH)ZL : ABS((I.-ZL)/(I.+ZL))
IF(ZL.NE.0.)ZL=ALOG (ZL)
ARG(N) = Q - AKPeSING(ZP-PHISH)tZL + ZP
VF(N) = VI_EXP(-P(N))WV : COSG(ZP)/VF( )
XP(N)= WVmSING(ARG(N) )
¥P(N) :-WVmCOL.'.'.'.'.'.'.'._J(ARG(N))
I SXI= SXI  XP(N)
328 SY = JY + YP(N)
SX = SXI
XPK = SXI(ABSZ - I.)¥ = SY/(EBSZ I.)
DO 329 N=a,NKR
XP(N) :XP(N)-XPK329 YP(N) =YP(N)-YPK
CALL CINT(XP,X,NQ, IZZ)
CALL CINT(YP,Y,NQ,IZZ)
. RQV = O.DO 330 N-2,NKR
RQ=X(N) mX(N)+Y (N) mY(N)
IF(RQ.GT.RQV)L=N
- 330 RQV = RQ ,_
DO 327 I = 1,3 _..
IEPPL = L-2  ˆ :?_.[
| 327 R(I)=SQRT(X(IEPPL)mX(IEPPL)+Y(IEPPL)'Y(IEPPL) )
"" 333 TAU = (R(3)-R(1))/(4.e(R(2)+R(2)-R(1)-R(3)))
XNAS = X(L)+T_Um(X(L+I)-X(L-I)+2.mTAUm(X(L+I)+X(L-I)-X(L)-X(L))) "_
YNAS = Y(L)+TAUe(Y(L • )-YCL-I)+2.'TAUeCY(L+I ).,.Y(L- I )-YCL)-Y(L) ) ) ._.SQ : XHAS'XN S + YNAS°YNAS
AT=ENASISQ
B= YNAS/SQ :"
$TREF = I./SQRT(SQ)
ETA = ABSZmSTREF/PI .:
CM = .5mETAmSTREFeB2
DARG = 19.09859 e(3.eYNAS/XNAS - (YNAS/XNAS)ee3)IF(ABS(SX) .LT..OOOImABSZ)GO TO 335
SX=STREFISXI200.
SY=STREFeSYm200.NZT=HZPZ( 2, O) i_
WRITE (IDRU,334) NZT,SX,S¥ 'j
334 FORMAT (A1, lqHWARNING - SX =,F6.3,3X,4H$¥ =,F6.3) _,
335 CONTINUE
IL"(IWPPH.E_ .0) O0 TO 6o5 _
CHORDs (_.O_PI )/ (ABSZmSTREF) ,_PHI2 IsCOSG(FLA( I )eADGR)
PHT_ql,COSG (FL,.q( 1)eABGR)
!
!
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PHIWF=I.0+DRAK(1)*((I.0-PHIWI)/(I.0+PHIWI))
WO=(PHINFw_(-DRAM(1)))m(.64)WmHK(1)
APO=-ALOG(V1)-ALOG(WO)+ALOG(2.0) "
Q0=(ARG(1)+90.)t(PI/180.)
ALFAl=ALFA(1)J(PI/180.)
DELTE=.5m(ATAN(Y(2)/X(2))+ATAN(Y(NKR)/X(NKR))) .'.
GAMMA=ALFAI-,DELTE
C ._.
605 DO 331N=2,NQ
XR=X(N) "'
X(N)= I.-B_Y(N)-ATmXR
Y(N)= BnXR -ATIY(N)
ARG(N) = ARG(N) - DARG ._
WQ = (XP(N) XPK-XPK)mt2+ (YP(N)+YP(N-I)-YPK-YPK) _m2
331DS(N-I) = STREFmSQRT(WQ)m(I.+.6666667m((XP(N)mYP(N-I) --
I-XP(N-I)mYP(N))/WQ)mm2)
NHKW=NQ/12 ""
DLT = Y(NHKW)/(BOGENm(1.-X(NHKW)))
NHKW=NQ-NHk'W+I
DLTU=-Y(NHKW)/(BOGENm(I.-X(NHKW))) .,
X(1) = 1.
332 ARG(1) = ARG(1) - D&RG
346 ITP=I
C
IF(IWPPM.EQ.O) GO TO 606
XT=X(1)'CHORD
yT=Y(1)ICHOR D
XRT(1)=X(2)tCHORD
XRT(a)=X(NKR)mCHORD -',
YRT(1)=Y(2)'CHORD _&J
YRT(2)=Y(NKR)ICHORD
CALL RCAL(XT,YT,XRT,YRT,AP0,QO,ALFAI,PXT,PYT,NKR) 3.
PST=PXTmCOS(GA_4A)+PYTISIN(GA_4A)
PNT=_PXTeSIN(GAMMA)+PYTICOS(GMg4A) -_
CPST=2.0eCHORD_PST
CPNT=e.OmCHORD_PNT
WRITE(IDRU, 602) .;
602 FORMAT("O",IIX,45HTHE TRAILING EDGE PRESSURE GRADIENT IS FINITE)
WRITE(IDRU,603) ALFA(1)
603 FORMAT(15X,25HWHEN THE ANGLE OF ATTACK=,F4. I,IX,7HDEGREES) -_
WRITE(IDRU, 60q) CPST,CPNT "
604 FORMAT(SX,19HIN THAT CASE, CPST=,FIO. 3,7X,LHCPNT=,FIO. 3)
c T!
606 ALN=DARG
IF(PURES(13).GE.O.)GO TO 11
PURES(12)=10.*HKS
PURES(13)=.O000111 RETURN
END :I
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FUMCTIONTNG(A)
TNG=SING(A)/COSG(A)
I RETURN
END
I
l :' i
I ;
i
I FUNCTION SNLG(A) -"
SNLG=ALOG (ABS(SING (A)))
RETURN !! •
,?
I
!
!
!
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SUBROUTINE RCAL(XT,YT,X,Y,APO,QO,ALFAI,PXT,PYT,NKR)
DIMENSION PX(4),PY(4),X(2),Y(2),THETAI(2) ""
COMPLEX CEXP,CMPLX,CONJG,ZETA,EIA,_IA,ZTEXP, -.
IZETA2,WZ,ZT2P,ZT3P,WTP,WT2P,ZETAI,Z,ZT4P,ZT,
2ZT2PC,PTCAL,C(2),ZETAIP(2),WT3P,WTPC,PTCOEF -.
PI:3.1_1592653589
ANKR:FLOAT(NKR) -"
THETDEG=360./ANKR
THETAI(1)=THETDEG
. THETAI(2):j60.-THETDEG ._
ZT'_XP=CMPLX(APO,Q0)
ZT2P:CEXP(ZTEXP) "'
COSA:COS(ALFAI)
3INA:SIN(ALFAI) -"
EIA:CMPLX(COSA,SINA) .,
EMIA=CMPLX(COSA,-SINA}
WTP=(EIA+EMIA) -.
WT2P=(-4.0mEIA-2.01EMIA)
WTPC=CONJG(WTP) "
ZT3P=ZT2P*(WT2P/WTP)
ZT=CMPLX(XT,YT) -,
ZT4P=O.O
M:I
DO 20 I=1,2 .,
Z=CMPLX(X(I),Y(I)) _"
: THETA=THETAI(1)*(PI/180.)
XI=COS(THETA) _
ETA=SIN(THETA) _.
ZETA=CMPLX(XI,ETA)
; ZETAIP(M)=(ZETA-I.0) °o
C(M)=(120./ZETAIP(M)**4)*(Z-ZT-.5*ZT2P*ZETAIP(M)**2
I-(ZT3P/6.)*ZETAIP(M)**3) "*
M=2 ""
20 CONTINUE -
ZT4P=.IOI(C(1)+C(2))+ZTqP _,
ZT2PC=CONJG(ZT2P)
? PTCOEF=-(WTPC)/(3.0*ZT2PC*ZTaPI*3)
PTCAL=CONJG(PTCOEF*(ZT2P*WT3P-ZT4P*WTP)) _
.. PXT=REAL(PTCAL) **
, PYT=AIMAG(PTCAL)
RETURN ]END
|
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Figure I. For_ of the veloclty distribution for max_um lift on a
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i FtSure 2. Kennedy and :._rsden r_tih Lift Atrfo!l an_ Dutsn
Velocity Distribution [18]. RE = i x 10 6 .
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Figure 5. _ann_iy and Narsden airfoil potential flow velocity distribution L; T
(Eppler panel method code) compared :<tth viscous analysis i
(GR_FOIL code) and experimental results [18]. ALPHA - 4.2 DZG _;
(relative to chord-line), I£ - i x 10 6. _! :
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ZT= 1.000 0.000 Z2= -I.000 -0.330
Z3= 0.283 -0.142 Z4= -0.283 0.472 !7'
ZS= 0.000 0.000 Z6= 0.000 0.000 _!
Cl= 0.90416 0.15624 C2= 0.08312 -0.16284 -_ i
C3= -0.02347 0.05648 C4= 0.00000 0.00000 ""
C5= 0.00000 O. CO000 URMRX=-0.027 "i
'1
R=l.131 UR=-0.131 Ul=O. O00 VTE=0.87305
e
_w
s
Figure 7. Example yon Mises airfoil generated using a ";
four-term transformation. "'
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T"
& t :
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%
r XT= 1. 000 O. 000 Z2= -t. 000 O. 000 _.
Z3= 0. 030 -0. 300 74= 0. 020 0. 300
" ]i Z5= 0.025 0.000 76= 0.025 0.0C0 _.
[ :,. ,.ooo_,-o.oo,oo :_=-o.o,,,_o.oooo,:,. o.o,,_ o.oo,oo c,=-o.oo**,-o.oooo, .
-"" Ii Ca" 0.00001 O. 00000 URMI:IX= O. 000
, R= i. 123 UR=-O. 120 UI-O. 088 VTE=O. 85389
w
-[
, Figu_ 8. Example yon Mises airfoil generated using a
six-tern transformation.
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ET= 1.000 0.000 Z2= -1.000 -0.240 ,,
Z3= 0.300 -0.150 Z4= -0.400 0.300
Z5= 0.150 0.090 Z6= -0.050 0.000 -,
C1= 1.04840 0.08850 C2= 0.03719 -0.10349 "_ ;
.=
C3= -0.04847 0.04072 C4= 0.00530 -0.00079
_p
C5= 0.00029 -0.00010 URMRX=-O. 118
.t
8=1.118 UR=-0.118 UI=O, O00 VTE=0.96515 ._
_P
Figure 9. Example von Mises airfoil generated using a
six-term transformation and a mapping circle radius _;
equal to the minimum allowable for a physically ._
realizable airfoil.
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i
I- ZT= 1.000 0.000 Z2= -0.744 0.000
_ •
,_ Z3= -0.461 0,000 Z4= 0.205 0,000]) _,.o.oooo.ooo _.ooooo.ooo ;
CI- 0.90415 0.00000 C2- 0,08313 0.00000
]I • C3- _.02347 0.00000 C4= 0.00000 0.00000 i
I C5- 0.00000 0.00000 URMRX=-O. OII "
E .
R-l.131 UR--0.131 UI=O. O00 VTE=0.87307
, Figure 10. Symmetrical yon Hises airfoil having real transfo_ation
i coefficients equal to those of the airfoil sho_ in 4Figure 7.
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Figure ii. Von Hises airfoil generated with a mapping circle
radiUSrealizableleSSairfoil.thanthe minimum allowable for a physically !I
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Figure 12. Von Mises airfoil generated with a mapping circle
radius greater than the minimum allowable for a
physically realizable airfoil.
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,! Figure 13. Flat plate airfoil generated by simplifying the _;
: yon Hises transformation to that of Joukowsky.
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. C5= 0.00000 0.00000 UflMRX=-0.062
R=1.062 UR--0.062 U[=0.000 VTE-0.9966t _
£
_. Figure 14. Von Nises airfoil resulting from small perturbation
, of zero locations giving the flat plate result, i
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Figure 15. Von Hises airfoil resulting from small perturbation ..}!
of zero locations giving the flat plate result.
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_i ZT- 1.000 0.000 Z2" -0.600 O.OOC i_
Z5- -0. I00 0.000 Z6ffi -0. I00 0.000
_, :,.o.,ooooo. oooc_.o.,=oo.ooooo iit. .o,,_ _oo :,. ooo_, _oo
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C5- 0.00001 0.00000 URHRX-O. 137 _ :
R-0.863 UR-O. 137 UI-O. O00 VTE-0.98959 _ '
Figure 16. Von Mises airfoil having largest VTE attainable
, for the given real parts of the transformation
coefficients.[
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ZT= 1.000 0,000 Z2= -O, 6GO 0,000 ,2
Z3= -0,120 0.000 Z4= -0,080 0,000 ..
Z5- -0,100 0.000 Z6= -0.100 0.000 -.
CI= 0.70040 0.00000 C2= 0.12996 0.00000 :
C3,, 0.01241 0.00000 C4m 0.00060 0.00000
C5= O. 00001 O. 00000 URMRX-O. 13"/ _; ,i
:. R=O, 863 UR-O. 137 UI,,O. 000 VTE=O. 98958 '
, _
t • I
Figure 17. Von Mises airfoil resultin_ from the small perturbation "'
of the zero locationsused in generating the airfoil . i
of Figure 16, t
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PLluxe 20. ApproxLmte relatLonshLp between the wJ_xLmmt:ailLn_ edge
t velocLtyrat/oand the tk/cknessratio for reasonable i
symetrlcalairfoils.
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Figure 22. Port Mises air_oil having finite trailing edge
pressure gradients, CPXT = - 1.37, CPYT= 0.0.
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Figure 25. Airfoil obtained =sins Eppler and Somers code [25] in vhlch
no iteration is performed for achieving a desired trailing .,
edge closure angle. ALPHA = 8.0 DE_ (relaCiveCo zero- _.
llft llne). "_
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Figure 26. Airfoll obtained ualn8 the modified Eppler and Somers code
in which the integral constraint required for finitetrailln8 edse pressure $radlents is satisfied. _
ALPHA - 8.0 DEC (relative to zero-llft llne).
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Figure 27. Airfoil resulting from gppler and Somers code Jn which K _!
is iterated to achieve a desired trailing edge angle.
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liiurt 28. Airfoil havinl finite trailini Idle pressure 8radiants i
obtained ulini Iodifiid Eppler end Somers code. .:
ALPHA- 8.0 D_G (relative to zero-lift line) ,.:
CPST m - 7,2 CPNT " - 57.0
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Figure 29. Al:foil obtained from Eppler and Somers code in which I is
iceraced to achieve the desired cralllng edge closure angle. ., :
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Figure 31. Sylmetrlcal airfoil having finite trailing edge pressure
gradients. CPST - - .71, CP_ - 0.0, ALPHA- 0.0 DEG. -:
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Figure 35. Aerodynamicallysmoothed Worrmann FX 67-K-150 airfoil, I!
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Reference [37], and calculated veloci_7 distribution. I
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Figure 37. Velocity distribution at the design point and finite trailing _" j
edge pressure gradients airfoil based on FX 67-_-150 of I
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